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Abstract
This dissertation focuses on solving some common problems associated with ecological field studies. At the core of the statistical methodology lies spatial modeling
that provides greater flexibility and improved predictive performance over existing
algorithms. The applications involve prevalence datasets for hundreds of plants over
a large area in the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) of South Africa.

In Chapter 2, we begin with modeling the categorical abundance data with a multilevel spatial model using background information such as environmental and soil-type
factors. The empirical pattern is formulated as a degraded version of the potential
pattern, with the degradation effect accomplished in two stages. First, we adjust
for land use transformation and then we adjust for measurement error, hence misclassification error, to yield the observed abundance classifications. With data on a
regular grid over CFR, the analysis is done with a conditionally autoregressive prior
on spatial random effects. With around

 37000 cells to work with, a novel par-

alleilization algorithm is developed for updating the spatial parameters to efficiently
estimate potential and transformed abundance surfaces over the entire region.

In Chapter 3, we focus on a different but increasingly common type of prevalence
data in the so called presence-only setting. We detail the limitations associated
with a usual presence-absence analysis for this data and advocate modeling the data

iv

as a point pattern realization. The underlying intensity surface is modeled with a
point-level spatial Gaussian process prior, after taking into account sampling bias
and change in land-use pattern. The large size of the region enforces using a computational approximation with a bias-corrected predictive process. We compare our
methodology against the the most commonly used maximum entropy method, to
highlight the improvement in predictive performance.

In Chapter 4, we develop a novel hierarchical model for analyzing noisy point pattern
datasets, that arise commonly in ecological surveys due to multiple sources of bias,
as discussed in previous chapters. The effect of the noise leads to displacement of
locations as well as potential loss of points inside a bounded domain. Depending on
the assumption on existence of locations outside the boundary, a couple of different
models – island and subregion, are specified. The methodology assumes informative
knowledge of the scale of measurement error, either pre-specified or learned from a
training sample. Its performance is tested against different scales of measurement
error related to the data collection techniques in CFR.

In Chapter 5, we suggest an alternative model for prevalence data, different from the
one in Chapter 3, to avoid numerical approximation and subsequent computational
complexities for a large region. A mixture model as in Chapter 4 is used, with potential dependence among the weights and locations of components. The covariates
as well as a spatial process are used to model the dependence. A novel birth-death
algorithm for the number of components in the mixture is under construction.

Lastly, in Chapter 6, we proceed to joint modeling of multiple-species datasets. The
challenge is to infer about inter-species competition with a large number of populations, possibly running into several hundreds. Our contribution involves applying
v

hierarchical Dirichlet process to cluster the presence localities and subsequently developing measures of range overlap from posterior draws. This kind of simultaneous
inference can potentially have implications for questions related to biodiversity and
conservation studies.
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1
Introduction

Modeling and inference for datasets indexed by space or space-time are getting increasingly frequent in current literature. Such datasets actually come from diverse
fields such as ecology, environment, epidemiology etc. A useful survey of the methodological and applied work in this area can be found in, but not limited to, Cressie
(1993); Stein (1999); Møller and Waagepetersen (2002); Diggle (2003); Banerjee et al.
(2004) and Gelfand et al. (2010). We limit our focus to ecological applications, where
spatial and spatio-temporal models are commonly used to explain the distributions of
different plant and/or animal populations. In Section 1.1, we provide a summary of
models used for spatial datasets. Section 1.2 motivates different problems that arise
in context of modeling species distribution. Section 1.3 summarizes the contribution
of each chapter in this dissertation. In Section 1.4, we introduce the dataset for our
analysis in the remaining chapters. We conclude with a discussion about potential
applications of spatio-temporal models to ecological datasets in Section 1.5.

1

1.1 Review of Spatial Modeling
We start with classification of usually available spatial datasets into three broad
categories (i) Point-referenced data : At some location s within the study region
D, we have a vector of measurements Y psq. (ii) Areal-unit data : D is partitioned
into subregions or units, and for each of those units we have an associated vector of
measurements Y . (iii) Point pattern data : Within the study region D we have a
set of locations where a particular event was observed. Pollution measurements are
usually point-referenced, the points being the locations of the monitors, disease data
are areal with county or city level statistics, locations of animals observed within a
forest constitutes an example of point pattern data. However a typical dataset can
have simultaneous occurrence of more than one of the three. For example, a point
pattern data can have additional information about each of the event observed or
sometimes data may be available at areal and point level resolution over different
parts of the same region. These kind of problems can be adequately addressed with
a multi-level model.

We begin with a brief review of point pattern models, used most frequently throughout this dissertation. Spatial point processes (Diggle 2003) are employed to model a
set of random locations within a bounded region where some particular event or set
of events has been observed to take place. These locations are represented through
coordinates in, say, D

 Rd for some d ¡ 0; d  2 provides the usual spatial setting.

Illustrative examples arise in ecology where points might denote species locations,
or, in disease mapping where points denote locations of disease cases. One may be
interested to know how distribution of locations vary from one part of the region
to the other. The “null” behaviour assumed for point patterns is complete spatial
randomness, characterized by a homogeneous Poisson process. Diggle (2003) enlists
2

empirical diagnostics for point patterns involving F, G and K functions. Probabilistic models for this type of data are often specified through a nonhomogeneous
Poisson process characterized by an intensity function {λpsq ¡ 0 : s P D} to reflect
expectation of more points in some portion of the region, fewer in others. Models
based on nonconstant intensity surfaces are called nonhomogeneous Poisson process
(NHPP, Van Lieshout (2000)). When these intensity surfaces are realizations of a
stochastic process, the models are usually referred to as Cox processes (Møller and
Waagepetersen 2002). One constraint with this class of model is that, conditional on
the intensity surface, occurrence of an event at location s does not have any impact
on occurrence of the same event in a neighborhood δs of s. However, this may not
be true in certain applications (such as position of gas molecules inside a container)
where there is repulsion among events. Models commonly used for those problems
include simple inhibition processes (Matérn 1960), pairwise interaction point process
(Ripley 1977), Strauss process (Strauss 1975) etc. Sometimes, the map of locations
can also exhibit some clustering tendency at different parts of the region, which may
be conceptualized as the accumulation of descendants from the same parent. This
kind of models are addressed through Poisson cluster process (Neyman and Scott
1958). However, several aspect of point pattern modeling are yet to be addressed
adequately in current literature such as noise in locations, inclusion of spatial covariates, computation with large number of locations, model comparison etc. In this
dissertation, we try to provide model-based approaches for some of them.
For point-referenced data, the most commonly used model is a regression of Y psq on

spatially varying predictors X psq involving a spatial random effect as follows

g pE rY psq|s, X psqsq


3

X ps qT β

w psq

(1.1)

Where g is an appropriate link function depending on range of Y . wpsq is a Gaussian
process (GP) on s

P D i.e.

for any n

P N, rwps1q, wps2q, ..., wpsnqsT  MVNp0n, C q.

wpsq adjusts for spatial dependence across locations that may exist due to unobserved covariates apart from those in X. C needs to be a positive definite matrix
for any n

P

N and any set of n locations s1 , s2 , ..., sn

P

D. See Banerjee et al.

(2004) for discussion regarding how to construct a valid covariance function c, where
cpsi , sj q  Cij

 Covpwpsiq, wpsj qq.

As usual, wpq is strongly stationary if Lpwps1 q, wps2 q, ..., wpsn qq  Lpwps1 uq, wps2

uq, ..., wpsn

uqq, for any n P N and u P R2 . wpq is called weakly stationary, iff the

first and second moments of above two distributions match. Note that, in that case
cps, sq

 Varpwpsqq  σ2, free of s.

being the correlation function.

Hence we can write cps, s1 q

 σ2ρps, s1q, ρp, q
When ρps, s1 q is a function of ||s  s1 ||, we call w an

isotropic process. Again refer to Banerjee et al. (2004) for different possible choices
of ρ. An important and flexible class of functions is given by the Matérn family
ρps, s1 ; ν, φq



?
1
1 ||{φqν K p2?ν ||s  s1 ||{φq
ν
||
s

s
p
2
ν
2ν 1 Γpν q

where K is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. ν controls the smoothness of the random field wpq ( ν

 1{2, 8 correspond to exponential and Gaussian

correlation functions respectively), and φ determines the rate of decay in spatial association as one moves away from a given location. See Stein (1999) for a detailed
discussion on different aspects of a Gaussian process.

In an areal level study, the region D is partitioned into L areal units A1 , A2 , ..., AL ,
and for each unit we have a vector of information pY, X q. The generalized linear
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model for {pYi

 Y pAiq|Xi  X pAiqq : i  1, 2, ..., L} looks like
g pE rYi |Xi sq



XiT β

(1.2)

θi

 θpAiq represents unit-level spatial random effect.
is to use a Gibbs distribution as prior for {θuL1 , i.e.
Where θi

ppθ1 , θ2 , ..., θL q
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expr ν

¸¸φ

pk q

k αPMk

The general approach

pθα , θα , ..., θα q s
1

2

k

(1.3)

Where ν is a scale parameter, Mk denotes the collection of k-member subsets of {θuL1
and φpkq : Mk

Ñ R. Two most commonly used members of this family are conditional

autoregressive model (CAR) and simultaneous autoregressive model (SAR). In both
cases, the joint distribution involves Mk only for k

¤ 2, and can be expressed in

terms of the pairwise differences of {θuL1 . These distributions are convenient to
use within a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme, since the corresponding
posterior full conditional for each w is Gaussian. For CAR, with scale parameter τ
and neighborhood matrix W we have,
ppθi |tθuL1 z θi q



Np

¸w θ {¸w , τ {¸w q
ij

ij j

j

2

ij

(1.4)

j

W is the proximity matrix with its pi, j q-th entry wij reflecting the association between θi and θj . A similar expression for the full-conditionals also exists in SAR
although they differ in how correlation varies over the neighborhood for the same
choice of proximity matrix W . See Besag (1974) and Banerjee et al. (2004) for discussion regarding propriety, interpretation, comparison and inferential aspects of these
distributions.

We conclude our review with a mention of multivariate and space-time models for
spatial data. Often the point level response Y psq or areal level Yi can be a p  1 vector.
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We modify the corresponding models specified in Eq. 1.1 and 1.2 by specifying
vector valued random effects for each spatial unit. In point-referenced examples, a
p-variate GP wp psq

 rw1psq, w2psq, ..., wppsqsT is used, so now for each pair of sites
ps, s q, we have a 2p  2p covariace matrix cps, s q. The separable model specification


1
ρps, s q
assumes that cps, s q 
b Σp, where Σp is the covariance matrix for
ρps, s q
1
1

1

1

1

1

measurements across same locations. An alternative approach is via a coregionalized
model wp psq

 Aw̃ppsq, where A is a triangular p  p matrix and the elements of
the vector w̃p pq are p independent ( but not necessarily identically distributed )

Gaussian processes. The matrix A can also be made spatially-varying with s. See
Banerjee et al. (2004, Chapter 7) for details. When observations Y ps, tq are collected
across location and time, a space-time model can be specified analogously, with Σp
or A replaced by appropriate covariance structure specified across time. For areal
data, one can define a multivariate CAR prior (MCAR) analogously (Gelfand and
Vounatsou 2003). However, separability of variables or time domain with locations
can be restrictive in terms of modeling, although they are convenient for computation.
We refer to Diggle (2005); Stein (2005) and Fuentes (2006) for related discussion.

1.2 Inference Questions with Species Distributions
Understanding the prevalence patterns of different species and their response to the
environment as well as human intervention is becoming increasingly important for
designing appropriate conservation strategies. Since ecological field studies are often
subject to irregular sampling effort, learning how different climate variables influence the abundance of a species also helps in predicting its habitat in unsampled
locations. Our focus here is on model-based approaches. Guisan and Zimmermann
(2000); Elith et al. (2006); Wisz et al. (2008) provide a useful review of such existing
approaches.
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Most species distribution models ignore spatial pattern and thus are based implicitly on two assumptions: 1) environmental factors are the primary determinants of
species distributions and 2) species have reached or nearly reached equilibrium with
these factors (Beale et al. 2007). These assumptions underlie the currently dominant
species distribution modeling approaches - generalized linear and additive models
(GLM and GAM; Guisan et al. (2002)), species envelope models such as BIOCLIM
(Busby 1991), and the maximum entropy-based approach (Phillips et al. 2006). Although these methods involve spatial climate factors, they do not include any spatial
dependence across observed data locations. Accounting for the latter seems critical
since causal ecological explanations such as localized dispersal as well as omitted
(unobserved) explanatory variables with spatial pattern such as local smoothness of
soil or topographic features suggest that, at sufficiently high resolution, occurrence
of a species at one location will be associated with its occurrence at neighboring
locations (Ver Hoef et al. 2001). Consequently, inclusion of a spatially associated
component also improves predictive power of the method over unobserved regions.

The most basic and commonly addressed question in this regard is how to model
the presence-absence (P/A) distribution of a species over the region. The data are
available as a presence (1) or absence (0) from each sampling location. The goal is to
explain the probability of presence at a location given the environmental conditions
that are present there and to predict the same where sampling was not possible. The
natural approach is to build a binary regression model, with the logistic link most
common, and possibly with a generalized additive model (GAM) in some of the covariates The end outcome is a continuous probability surface {ppsq P r0, 1s : s P D}
over the region, where ppsq= P(species is present at location s). The modeling often
gets complex because of imperfect survey data, change of land-use pattern and bi7

ased sampling. Mobility of animals add an extra bit of difficulty. For not-so-prevalent
group of species having small and disjoint ranges, often surveyors assume a hard envelope for sampling the presences and locations close to the boundary can possibly
be missed. Also, it is often the case in museum databases or non-systematic surveys
that one can found only records on where the species was observed. There is no
information about sampling sites with an absence. This renders an incomplete P/A
data, which is commonly referred as presence-only data. Previous work with this
type of datasets include pseudo-absence approach, expectation-maximization (EM)
technique (Ward et al. 2009) and most notably maximum entropy (Maxent) method
(Phillips et al. 2006). The main focus of this dissertation is to develop methodologies
for estimating prevalence patterns, which use model-based approaches to account for
some of these problems.

One of the most important aspect of modeling species distributions is to get an
idea of spatial variation in biodiversity ( aka richness ) over the region. Knowledge
about richness and between-species interaction is important for designing conservation strategies. Richness is related to presence of multiple species in a region and
possible overlap in their range. Thus to explain and manage biodiversity of a region,
it is necessary to identify potential clusters of species which co-exist, and also the
ones that compete for existence. We refer to Newbold et al. (2009); Pineda and Lobo
(2009); Raes et al. (2009) for recent work on richness for different plant and animal
populations.

1.3 Our Contribution
As mentioned earlier, our focus is on spatial modeling of species distributions from
the ‘raw’ data. We start with an extension of the model, developed in Gelfand et al.
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(2005b), beyond P/A to a categorical abundance data. In Chapter 2, we present
a novel way of using spatial process after accounting for possible sampling irregularities in the data collection procedure as well as bias in land transformation. We
also offer an in-depth discussion on different sources of bias and their impact on
over/underestimation of the actual abundance. For application of our methodology
to large size real datasets we also developed an efficient parallelized algorithm for
spatial effects in an areal scale.

Next, in Chapter 3, we develop a multi-level point process approach to model
presence-only data. As in a Cox process, we used environmental variables and a
spatial random effect with a GP prior to model the intensity surface. As before,
we account for adjustments due to sampling and transformation biases. We show
that, in realistic situation such as missing of covariates and/or incomplete sampling,
the method is more efficient than existing Maxent algorithm. Here, we provide a
quantitative definition of richness for any arbitrary subset of the study region and
discussed how a richness surface can be obtained as an extension of this model.

Chapter 4 deals with possible omission and/or noisy detection of presence localities
due to error in data collection procedure. We identify this problem as point pattern
data with measurement error, not so well-addressed in existing literature. With
informative knowledge of the measurement uncertainty, we build a hierarchical model
to retrieve the actual set of locations. Depending on whether the species range lies
within the sampling region or not, we present two different approaches.
In Chapter 5, our goal is to use climate variables to model a set of presence locations,
in a simple yet computationally efficient way. Often, we have moderate-size plant
populations that are scattered inside a large regions. We proceed with a specific formulation of the intensity surface (different from the one in Chapter 3) using mixture
9

distribution. The proposed methodology is flexible in terms of modeling different
types of prevalence surfaces and at the same time it uses a novel way to relate the
environment to the aggregation of points over the region. To deal with unknown
number of components in the mixture, a modification of birth-death process (Preston 1977) have been investigated.

Finally we consider analysis of prevalence data for a group of species. In Chapter 6,
we present a technique to simultaneously model multiple species using hierarchical
Dirichlet process (HDP, Teh et al. 2006), and obtain an estimate of to what extent
their ranges overlap. That is useful for identifying clusters of co-existing or competing species.

1.4 Data Description
At this point, we find it appropriate to introduce the dataset that we will repeatedly analyze in Chapters 2-6 with the proposed methods. The focal area is the
Cape Floristic Kingdom or Region (CFR), the smallest of the world’s six floral kingdoms (Figure 1.1) It encompasses a small region of southwestern South Africa, about
90, 000 km2 , including the Cape of Good Hope and is partitioned into 36, 907 minuteby-minute grid cells of equal area. It has long been recognized for high levels of plant
species diversity and endemism across all spatial scales. The region includes about
9000 plant species, 69% of which are found nowhere else (Goldblatt and Manning
2000). Globally, this is one of the highest concentrations of endemic plant species
in the world. It is as diverse as many of the world’s tropical rain forests and apparently has the highest density of globally endangered plant species (Rebelo 2002).
The plant diversity in the CFR is concentrated in relatively few groups, such as the
icon flowering plant family of South Africa, the Proteaceae. We focus on this family
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because the data on species distribution and abundance patterns are sufficiently rich
and detailed to allow complex modeling. The Proteaceae have also shown a remarkable level of speciation with about 400 species across Africa, of which 330 species are
99% restricted to the CFR. Of those 330 species at least 152 are listed as “threatened” with extinction by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature.
Proteaceae have been unusually well sampled across the region by the Protea Atlas
Project of the South African National Biodiversity Institute (Rebelo 2001). Data
were collected at record localities: relatively uniform, geo-referenced areas typically
50 to 100 m in diameter. In addition to the presence (or absence) at the locality
of protea species, abundance of each species along with selected environmental and
species-level information were also tallied (Rebelo 1991). To date, some 60,000 localities have been recorded (including null sites), with a total of about 250,000 species
counts from among some 375 proteas (Rebelo 2006).

1.5 Extensions and Future Work
There are a number of different directions to extend our work in this area. Firstly,
we look to further investigate and improve the birth-death algorithm mentioned in
Chapter 5, which may be applicable in any general framework of mixture models.
Also, regarding the application, if we look at the species distribution over different
time, a spatio-temporal modeling framework can readily be used. It will be interesting to know whether the impact of climate predictors on prevalence also shows
temporal variation. Also, the change of land transformation pattern over time is
a quantity of self-interest. The species distribution over time may also be useful to
learn how a species ‘adopts’ to the changing environment and/or human intervention
and consequently to identify the ‘vulnerable’ ones. The random effect here should be
modeled over space and time. One should again go back to the issue – how reason11
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Figure 1.1: Location of the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) of South Africa. Inset
shows the location of the CFR within the African Continent. The 90, 000 km2 region
was divided into 36, 907 1-minute cells for modeling.
able a separable specification (as in Section 1.1) is, in the sense that, often climate
changes that occur slowly over time have larger spatial range than others. For recent
works in spatio-temporal modeling for ecological problems we refer to Hooten and
Wikle (2008) and Clark (2007, Chapter 11).

Another potential area of future work is to how to model multiple species simultaneously and efficiently, so that quantities involving marginal and/or joint distributions
can be conveniently estimated. In most cases, with number of species in thousands,
direct modeling of each population may not be an attractive choice. In such cases,
joint modeling with efficient computational algorithm can provide answers to many
pertinent questions regarding biodiversity and community interactions.
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2
Modeling Large Scale Species Abundance with
Latent Spatial Processes

2.1 Introduction
Ecologists increasingly use species distribution models to address theoretical and
practical issues, including predicting the response of species to climate change (Midgley and Thuiller 2007; Fitzpatrick et al. 2008; Loarie et al. 2008), designing and managing conservation areas (Pressey et al. 2007), and finding additional populations of
known species or closely related sibling species (Raxworthy et al. 2003; Guisan et al.
2006). In all these applications, the core problem is to use information about where
a species occurs and about relevant environmental factors to predict how likely the
species is to be present or absent in unsampled locations.

The literature on species distribution modeling covers many applications; there are
useful review papers that organize and compare model approaches (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000; Guisan and Thuiller 2005; Elith et al. 2006; Graham and Hijmans
2006; Wisz et al. 2008). Most species distribution models ignore spatial pattern
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and thus are based implicitly on two assumptions: 1) environmental factors are
the primary determinants of species distributions and 2) species have reached or
nearly reached equilibrium with these factors (Schwartz et al. 2006; Beale et al.
2007). These assumptions underlie the currently dominant species distribution modeling approaches - generalized linear and additive models (GLM and GAM), species
envelope models such as BIOCLIM (Busby 1991), and the maximum entropy-based
approach MAXENT (Phillips and Dudı́k 2008). The statistics literature covers GLM
and GAM models extensively. The latter tends to fit data better than the former
since they employ additional parameters but lose simplicity in interpretation and
risk overfitting and poor out-of-sample prediction. Climate envelope models and the
now increasingly-used maximum entropy methods are algorithmic and not of direct
interest here.

In addition to the fundamental ecological issues mentioned above, complication arises
in various forms in modeling abundance from imperfect survey data such as observer
error (Royle et al. 2007; Cressie et al. 2009), variable sampling intensity, gaps in sampling, and spatial misalignment of distributional and environmental data (Gelfand
et al. 2005b). First, since a region is almost never exhaustively sampled, individuals not exposed to sampling will be missed. Second, it may be that potentially
present individuals are undetected (Royle et al. 2007) and, possibly vice versa, e.g.,
a false positive misclassification error with regard to species detection (Royle and
Link 2006). A third complication is that ecologists and field workers are biased
against absences; they tend to sample where species are, not where they aren’t.
Such preferential sampling and its impact on inference is discussed in Diggle et al.
(2010). Further complications arise with animals due to their mobility. Previous
work has developed spatial hierarchical models that accommodate some of these
difficulties, fitting these models to presence/absence data in a Bayesian framework
14

(Hooten et al. 2003; Gelfand et al. 2005b,c; Latimer et al. 2006).

The species distribution modeling discussed above is either in the presence/absence
or presence-only data settings; there is relatively little work on spatial abundance
patterns, despite their theoretical and practical importance (Kunin et al. 2000; Gaston 2003). Our primary contribution here is to develop a hierarchical modeling
approach for ordinal categorical abundance data, explained by the suitability of the
environment, the effect of land use/land transformation, and potential misclassification error. Ordinal classifications are often the case in ecological abundance data,
especially for plants (Sutherland 2006; Ibáñez et al. 2009). From a stochastic modeling perspective, categorical data can be viewed as outcome of a multinomial model,
with the cell probabilities dependent on background features. Within a Bayesian
framework such modeling is often implemented using data augmentation (Albert
and Chib 1993), introducing a latent hierarchical level. There, the ordered classification is viewed as clipped version of a single latent continuous response, introducing
cut points. See also Oliveira (2000), Higgs and Hoeting (2010).

At the latent level, suitability of the environment can be modeled through regression.
Availability in terms of land use degrades suitability. That is, an important feature
of our modeling, from an ecological point of view, is that it deals with transformation of the study area by human intervention. In much of the region, the “natural”
state of areas has been altered to an agricultural or urban state, or the vegetation
has been densely colonized by alien invasive plant species. So, we cannot treat the
entire region as equally available to the plant species we are modeling. We must
introduce a contrast between the current abundance of species (their transformed
or adjusted abundance) and their potential distributions in the absence of land use
change (potential abundance). These notions are formally defined at the areal unit
15

level in section 2.3. A further degradation enabling the possibility of misclassification and/or observer error in the data collection procedure can be accounted for as
measurement error in the latent surface. There is a substantial literature on measurement error modeling for continuous observations, e.g. Fuller (1987), Stefanski
and Carroll (1987), Mallick and Gelfand (1995). In our modeling we impose a hard
constraint: with no potential presence (i.e. an unsuitable environment), we can observe only zero abundance. We enforce this constraint on the latent scale. With
cut points, modeled as random, we provide an explanatory model for the observed
categorical abundance data. Furthermore, we can invert from the latent abundance
scale to the categorical abundances to predict abundance for unsampled cells and
also to predict abundance in the absence of land use transformation.

With spatial data collection, we anticipate spatial pattern in abundance and thus
introduce spatial structure into our modeling. That is, causal ecological explanations
such as localized dispersal as well as omitted (unobserved) explanatory variables with
spatial pattern such as local smoothness of geological or topographic features suggest that, at sufficiently high resolution, abundance of a species at one location will
be associated with its abundance at neighboring locations (Ver Hoef et al. 2001).
Moreover, through spatial modeling, we can provide spatial adjustment to cells that
have not been sampled, accommodating the gaps in sampling and irregular sampling intensity mentioned above. In particular, we create a latent process model
through a trivariate spatial process specification, with truncated support, to capture
potential abundance, land transformation-adjusted abundance, and measurement
error-adjusted abundance. Since our environmental information is available at grid
cell level, we use Markov random field (MRF) models (Besag 1974; Banerjee et al.
2004) to capture spatial dependence and to facilitate computation. However, we
work with a large landscape of approximately 37, 000 grid cells which leads to very
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long runtimes in model fitting and so we introduce a novel parallelized computing
strategy to expedite fitting.

There have been other recent developments in modeling of species abundances, some
using Bayesian hierarchical models. First, there has been some work on developing models that deal almost exclusively with animal census data, including count
data and mark-recapture data (Royle et al. 2007; Conroy et al. 2008; Gorresen et al.
2009). Potts and Elith (2006) provides an overview of abundance modeling, in fact
five regression models (Poisson, negative binomial, quasi-Poisson, the hurdle model
and the zero-inflated Poisson) fitted for one particular plant example. These models
focus on correcting observer error and bias as well as under-detection (the species is
present but not observed) whence the “true” abundance is virtually always higher
than observed (Royle et al. 2007; Cressie et al. 2009). We note some very recent work
on working with ordinal species abundance in plant data by Ibáñez et al. (2009). This
approach takes ordinally scored abundances and uses an ordered logit hierarchical
Bayes model to infer potential abundances for species that are still spreading across
the landscape.

The advantages of working within the Bayesian framework with Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) model fitting are familiar by now - full inference about arbitrary unknowns, i.e. functions of model parameters and predictions, can be achieved through
their posterior distributions, and uncertainty can be quantified exactly rather than
through asymptotics. In this application we work with the disaggregated data at
the level of individual species and sites to present spatially resolved abundance “surfaces” and to capture uncertainty in model parameters. Doing this turns out to be
more difficult than might be expected as we reveal in our model development section.
The key modeling issues center on careful articulation of the definition of events and
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associated probabilities, the misalignment between the sampling for abundance (at
the relatively small sampling sites) and the available environmental data layers (at a
scale of minute by minute grid cells, roughly 1.55km  1.85km over the region), the
sparseness of observations in terms of the entire landscape (with uneven sampling
intensity including many “holes”), the occurrence of considerable human intervention with regard to land use across the landscape (“transformation”), and the need
for spatially explicit modeling.

The format of the paper is as follows. Section 2.2 describes the motivating dataset.
Section 2.3 develops the multi-level abundance model. Section 2.4 details the computational and inference issues. In Section 2.5 we present an analysis of the data
from the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) and conclude with some discussion and future
extensions in Section 2.6.

2.2 Data Description
Within CFR, abundance is given for a sampling locality. Evidently, there is no
notion of abundance at a point; however, with roughly 60, 000 sites sampled over
the entire CFR, the relative scale of the Protea Atlas observations is small enough
when compared to our areal units to be considered as “points”. In the literature,
abundance is sometimes measured as percent cover (Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg
1974). In our dataset, abundance is recorded as an ordinal categorical classification
of the count for the species with four categories: category 0 : none observed, category
1 : 1  10 observed, category 2 : 11  100 observed, category 3 : ¡ 100 observed. Such
categorization is fast and efficient for studying many species and many sampling locations but is certainly at risk for measurement error in the form of misclassification.
Additionally, a large number of cells were not sampled at all. In fact, only 10, 158,
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i.e., 28%, were sampled at one or more sites. Even among cells sampled, some have
just one or two sites while others have more than 100, reflecting the irregular and
opportunistic nature of the sampling rather than an experimentally designed sampling plan.

Turning to the covariates, in Gelfand et al. (2005b,c) 16 explanatory environmental
variables were studied, capturing climate, soil, and topographic features (further detail is provided there). Here, we confine ourselves to the six most significant variables
from that study, which are Evapotranspiration (APAN.MEAN), July (winter) minimum temperature (MIN07), January (summer) maximum temperature (MAX01),
mean annual precipitation (MEAN.AN.PR), summer soil moisture days (SUMSMD),
and soil fertility (FERT1). Transformed areas (by agriculture, reforestation, alien
plant infestation and urbanization) were obtained as a GIS data layer from R. Cowling (private communication). Figure 2.1 shows the pattern of transformation across
the CFR. Approximately 1{3 of the Cape has been transformed, mainly in the lowlands on more fertile soils where rainfall is adequate (Rouget et al. 2003). Most of
the transformation outside of these areas, on the infertile mountains, is due to dense
alien invader species, which are currently a major threat to Fynbos vegetation and,
in particular, to the Proteaceae.

2.3 Multi-level latent abundance modeling
In Section 2.3.1, we briefly review the earlier work on hierarchical modeling for presence/absence data, presented in Gelfand et al. (2005b,c) in order to reveal how we
have generalized it for the abundance problem. Section 2.3.2 develops our proposed
probability model for the categorical abundance data. In section 2.3.3, discrete probability distributions are replaced using latent continuous variables. In section 2.3.4,
we discuss bias issues associated with modeling abundance data and, in particular,
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Figure 2.1: Proportion of untransformed land inside the CFR. Most of the transformation is due to agriculture, but includes dense stands of alien invasive species.
how they affect our setting. Section 2.3.5 deals with explicit model details for the
likelihood and posterior.

2.3.1 Hierarchical presence/absence modeling
In Gelfand et al. (2005b,c), the authors model at the scale of the grid cells in the
CFR and provide a block averaged binary process presence/absence model at this
scale. In particular, let Ai
pk q

gridcell and Xi

 R2 denote the geographical region corresponding to i-th

the event that a randomly selected location within Ai is suitable (1)

or unsuitable (0) for species k. Set P pXi

pk q

 1q  pik . Then, pik
p q

p q

is conceptualized

by letting λpkq psq be a binary process over the region indicating the suitability (1) or
pk q

not (0) of location s for species k and taking pi
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be the block average of this process

over unit i. That is,

pk q

pi



1
|Ai|

»

λ
Ai

pk q

psqds 

1
|Ai|

»
Ai

1pλpkq psq  1qds,

(2.1)

where |Ai | denotes the area of Ai . From Eq. (2.1), the interpretation is that the
more locations within Ai with λpkq psq  1, more suitable Ai is for species k, i.e., the
pk q

greater the chance of potential presence in Ai . The collection of pi ’s over the Ai is
viewed as the potential distribution of species k.

pk q

Let Vi

denote the event that a randomly selected location in Ai is suitable for

species k in the presence of transformation of the landscape. Let T psq be an indicator
process indicating whether location s is transformed (1) or not (0). Then, at s, both
T psq  0 (availability) and λpkq psq  1 (suitability) are needed in order that location
s is suitable under transformation. Therefore,
P pVi

pk q

 1q 

1
|Ai|

»
Ai

1pT psq  0q1pλpkq psq  1qds.

(2.2)

If, for each pixel, availability is uncorrelated with suitability, then Eq. (2.2) simplifies to P pVi

 1q  uipik
untransformed, 0 ¤ ui ¤ 1.
pk q

p q

where ui denotes the proportion of area in Ai which is

Next, assume that Ai has been visited ni times in untransformed areas within the
pk q

cell. Further, let yij be the observed presence/absence status of the kth species at
the jth sampling location within the ith unit. The yij |Vi
pk q

pk q

 1 are modeled as i.i.d.

pk q

Bernoulli trials with success probability qi , i.e., for a randomly selected location
pk q

in Ai , qi

is the probability of species k being present given the location is both

suitable and available. Of course, given Vi pk q  0, yij

pk q
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 0 with probability 1. Then,

we have that P pyij

pk q

pk q

qi

 1q  qi k uipik .
p q

p q

pk q

Gelfand et al. (2005b,c) model the pi

and

using logistic regressions. In fact, they use environmental variables and spatial
pk q

random effects to model the pi ’s, the probabilities of potential presence, and, to
pk q

facilitate identifiability of parameters, use species level attributes to model the qi ’s.
2.3.2 Probability model for categorical abundance
We first define what categorical abundance means at an areal scale using the four
ordinal categories from Section 2.2. Suppressing the species index, let Xi denote the
classification for a randomly selected location in Ai and define pih
for h
pih




1
|Ai |

0, 1, 2, 3.
³
Ai

1pλpsq

 P pXi  hq

If λpsq is a four-colored process taking values 0, 1, 2, 3 then

 hq ds.

That is, pih is the proportion of area within Ai with

color h, equivalently the proportion in abundance class h. The pih denote the potential abundance probabilities, that is, in the absence of transformation.
We describe land transformation percentage p1  ui q as a block average of a binary
availability process T psq over Ai . It can also be interpreted as the probability that

a randomly selected site within Ai is transformed. At a transformed location abundance must be 0. Thus, as in Eq. (2.2), in the presence of transformation, we revise
pih to PT pXi

 hq 

³

1
|Ai | Ai

1pT psq  0q1pλpsq  hq ds. Under independence of abun-

dance and land transformation, we obtain PT pXi

 hq  uipih. The uipih denote the

transformed abundance probabilities for h

The probability of abundance class

0 under transformation is evidently 1  ui

 0.

ui pi0 . Let rih denote the abundance class

probabilities in the presence of transformation.

Finally, suppose there is an observed categorical abundance at location j within Ai ,
say yij . There is an associated conceptual λij and an observed Tij . Then, λij
if there has been transformation degradation at location j, unless λij
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 0.

 λij Tij
Further-

more, if there has been a misclassification error at j yij



λij Tij unless λij



0.

Let qih denote the abundance class probabilities associated with the observed abundances. In section 2.3.3 we specify a latent trivariate continuous abundance model
that produces the p’s, r’s and q’s by integrating over appropriate intervals. This
latent model can be viewed as the process model for our setting.

The dataset consists of observed abundances across several sampling sites within the
CFR. Let D denote our CFR study domain so D is divided into I
cells of equal area. For each cell i
covariates as vi

 pvi1, vi2, ..., vipq.



 36, 907 grid

1, 2, 3, ..., I, we are given information on p

Within Ai , the abundance category of a species

¡ 1. For site j in Ai
i.i.d.
we observe yij as a multinomial trial, i.e. yij  multptqih uq, j  1, 2, ..., ni . We
have a large number of unsampled cells i.e. ni  0. In fact, out of 36, 907 cells only
m  10, 158 (28%) were sampled at one or more sites. Figure 2.2 indicates locations

was recorded at each of ni sampling sites. For many cells ni

of sampled cells. For the unsampled cells there are no yij ’s in the dataset. Hence,
the inference problem involves estimation of probabilities over the observed cells as
well as prediction over the unsampled region. Prediction of a categorical response
distribution for unsampled locations in a point level model was discussed in Oliveira
(2000) and Higgs and Hoeting (2010). In our areal setup with only areal level v’s,
we address this problem with a MRF model, as described in section 2.3.3. Again,
we seek to infer about the p’s, r’s and q’s given the observed y’s for a subset of cells
and v’s, known for all cells.

2.3.3 Latent continuous abundances
It is now common to model the probability mass function of a scalar ordinal categorical variable through an underlying univariate continuous distribution. In a more
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Figure 2.2: Cells within the CFR that have at least one observation from the
Protea Atlas dataset are shown in light grey, while cells with no observations are
shown in dark grey.
general setup, Le Loch and Galli (1997) and Armstrong et al. (2003) used latent
random vectors to define the categorical probabilities in terms of these vectors taking values within a specific set. In a similar spirit, corresponding to an observed
abundance category variable yij , we introduce a continuous latent variable zO,ij such
that
yij



3̧



h 1pαh1

zij

αh q

h 0

 pα1  8, α0  0, α1, α2, α3  8q are an increasing sequence of cutpoints. For identifiability and without loss of generality, we can set α0  0 and
interpret zO,ij
0 as absence, zO,ij ¡ 0 as presence. We have, P pyij  hq  qih 
P pzO,ij P pαh1 , αh qq. So qih will be determined by the probability model specified
where α
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for the zO,ij ’s. We will introduce spatial dependence between zO,ij ’s below but, for
now, to simplify notation we drop the subscript.

A simple model would put a Gaussian distribution on these latent zO ’s whose means
are linear functions of the associated v’s. This would provide a routine categorical regression model but ignores known land transformation and potential measurement/ecological error error in the recorded abundance categories. Instead, we
introduce zP,ij to provide the pij ’s and zT,ij to provide the rij ’s. We need a joint
distribution to relate the zP , zT , and zO . From a process perspective in terms of
the proposed degradation, it seems natural to specify this distribution in the form
f pzP qf pzT |zP qf pzO |zT q. Since (zP , zT , zO ) capture the sequential degradation of an
associated categorical abundance distribution, we need to use same set of α’s to produce meaningful (p, r, q) respectively. Now, we propose (and clarify) the following
dependence structure. Define cpµq  µ  Φ̄φppµµqq , where φpq and Φpq are the standard

normal pdf and cdf respectively. Note that cpµq

cpµq ¤ minp0, µq for all µ P R. Let
P py

 h|zO , uq
f pzO |zT q
f pzT |zP , uq
f pzP |v, β, τ 2 q

 E pV |V  N pµ, 1q, V

 1pαh1 ¤ zO ¤ αhq; 0 ¤ h ¤ 3
 φpzO ; zT , 1q1z ¥0 δz 1z ¤0
 uδz p1  uqδcpz q
 φpzP ; vT β θ, 1q.
T

P

T

0q so

T

P

(2.3)

Again, the conditional modeling above is motivated by the degradation perspective.
To model the latent zP surface, we use the covariate information, i.e. climate and soil
features that are believed to influence the abundance distribution of different species
in different ways. We also add a spatial random effect (θ) in the mean function to
account for spatial association that may arise from factors, apart from included covariates, that may have spatial pattern. The covariate effects β as well as the spatial
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random effects θ are species-specific. Variances are fixed at 1 for identifiability (see
section 2.3.5). Since we are working at areal scale, we assign each cell a single θ with
the prior on θ1,2,...,I specified using a Gaussian Markov random field (MRF) (Besag
1974) with first order adjacency proximities. See Banerjee et al. (2004) for details as
well as further references.

Next, the zP surface is degraded by land transformation. A random location inside
Ai is untransformed with probability ui . Then, zT

 zP , i.e., a degenerate distri-

bution at zP given zP . If it is transformed, the degradation occurs so that the zT
corresponds to the zero abundance category. For simplicity (with further discussion below), we make this a degenerate distribution at cpzP q

0, whence, zT |zP , u

becomes a two point distribution as above. Again, transformation is equivalent to
absence and since α0
zT



0 is the upper threshold for that classification, we need

0 for a transformed location. When a cell is completely transformed, from Eq.

(2.3) we have zT
same. For any 0
Also, since cpxq

 1 (complete availability) zT
1, we get E pzT |zP q  uzP p1  uqcpzP q.

0 w.p 1. For u
u

x, E pzT |zP q

¤

and zP are the

zP , which is essential in the sense that trans-

formation can only degrade abundance (and clarifies our choice for cpq). Posterior
summaries of zT measure the prevailing abundance under transformation within the
CFR. (In Appendix A.1 we show that |E pzT q|

8.)

The two-point mixture distri-

bution also implies the probability of abundance class 0, P pzT

0q

¥ p1  uq, i.e.,

no matter how large the potential abundance is within a cell, for any u

1 there

is a positive probability that transformed abundance may fall below 0 at a random
location within the cell. Other choices for the zT |zP specification besides a point

mass at cpzP q include putting a point mass at some arbitrary point c

0, or using a

truncated normal zT |zP on R . In the first case, it is not ensured whether zT
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¤ zP

(it depends on whether there are cells with zP

c) while the second choice adds

complication for no benefit, is less interpretable and does not ensure zT

zP with

probability 1. Also, in section 2.4 we show that, in terms of fitting the model, the
specification used in Eq. (2.3) is the same as using a truncated normal distribution
for land transformation.

Next, we modify the {zT } surface to produce {zO }. With regard to measurement
error, the recorded category of abundance at a particular location can be different
from the prevailing category due to inaccuracy in field assessment of species quantity.
However, we assume that when the potential abundance was zero, one can not record
a nonzero abundance category for it (no false positives, see Royle and Link (2006)
in this regard). This puts a directional constraint on the effect of noise. A specification for f pzT |zO q which is coherent with this restriction has, with zT
a presence), zO |zT

 N pzT , 1q.

¡ 0 (i.e.,

This is a usual measurement error model (M EM )

specification. For a site with no presence zT

0, our assumption says there can not

be any measurement error, thus in Eq. (2.3), for simplicity, we set zO to be same as
zT . Again, other choices of zO |zT can be considered for the zT

0 event, but they

will not have any impact on estimation of the zP surface, as we clarify in section 2.4.
This sequential dependence structure, zP

Ñ zT Ñ zO , implies that if zP

0 so is zT

and zO . Hence, if a site is not suitable for a species, at no intermediate stage of the
model can the site have any positive probability of species occurrence. A change in
category between actual and observed arises when the noise pushes zT to the other
side of some cutpoint to produce zO . And, because of the truncation structure, that
shift can not happen from the left of α0

 0 to the right.

An alternative way to jointly model pzO , zT q could use a bivariate normal distribution
with support truncated to R2

 r0, 8q  p8, 0s.
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However, this specification fails

to produce an f pzO |zT q which match our intuition about how the degradation took
place. Also, from the distributional perspective, the truncated normal redistributes
the mass contained inside the left-out region uniformly across the support whereas
the specification in Eq. (2.3) shifts the mass only to pzO

0q which is more in

agreement with modeling a dataset such as ours where we have an inflated number
of reported zero abundances.
The simple dependence structure for zT |zP allows us to marginalize over zT and work
with zP and zO |zP as our joint latent distribution. We have,
f pzO |zP q



#

u φpzO ; zP , 1q p1  uqδcpzP q
u δzP p1  uqδcpzP q

zP
zP

¡ 0,

(2.4)

0.

Rewriting Eq. (2.4) in a simpler form, we get
f pzO |zP q



u rφpzO ; zP , 1q1zP ¥0

δzP 1zP ¤0 s

p1  uqδc z

p Pq

.

(2.5)

Moreover, Eq. (2.5) has a nice interpretation in the sense that, first, it indicates
whether the land is transformed or not with probability 1  u. If the land is transformed it sets observed abundance to be zO

 cpzP q

zP . In the case of avail-

able land, if there is a potential presence, it allows for a MEM around zP ; in the
case of absence, it stays fixed at zP . Since zO is related to the observed data and
zP is our surface of interest, the marginalization removes one stage of hierarchy
from our model fitting and thus reduces correlation, yielding better behaved MCMC
in model fitting. Furthermore, we can retrieve the zT surface after the fact since
f pzT |zO , zP q9f pzT |zP qf pzO |zT q.
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2.3.4 Measurement error and bias issues
In the introduction we noted that measurement error and bias typically occur with
ecological survey data. It can manifest itself in the form of detection error, spatial
coverage bias (Royle et al. 2007), and under-reporting of absences. How do these
biases arise in our modeling ? Noteworthy points here are (i) the difference between
obtaining abundance as actual counts as opposed to through ordinal classifications
and (ii) what “no abundance” means across our collection of grid cells.

Non-detection bias (i.e., undetected individuals in a sampled location) tends to be
discussed more with regard to animal abundance (Ver Hoef and Frost 2003; Royle
et al. 2007; Gorresen et al. 2009). Using counts, evidently observed abundance is at
most true abundance; error can occur in only one direction. With ordinal counts, the
bias is still expected to reflect under-reporting but, depending upon the categorical
definitions, will be much less frequent and need not be absolutely so. For example,
in our dataset, plant population size is visually estimated and an observation, especially of large populations, could potentially have error in either direction. In our
modeling, “true” abundance is not “potential” abundance. For us, one could envision true abundance on the latent scale as a “true” transformed abundance, say z̃T
with measurement error yielding zO . Then, one might insist that our measurement
error model requires zO
we even allow zO

¡ zP

¤ z̃T .

Under our measurement error formulation using zT ,

to account for potential overestimation of abundance. Evi-

dently, since yO may occasionally be less than the potential classification yP at that
location, we may be slightly underestimating potential abundance. We don’t expect
this to be consequential and, in any event, with no knowledge about the incidence of
under-classification in our setting, we have no sensible way to correct for this bias.
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Turning to spatial coverage bias (i.e., individuals not exposed to sampling will be
missed), for us, with only 28% of grid cells sampled, we certainly are subject to this.
However, the spatial modeling we introduce helps in this regard. The mean of zP,ij
is viT β

θi regardless of whether we collected any data in Ai . So, the regression is

expected to find the appropriate level for the cell and the spatial smoothing associated with the θi is expected to provide suitable local adjustment. We could argue
that, if sampling of grid cells is random this bias can be ignored.

Perhaps the most difficult bias to address is the under-sampling of absences. This
bias counters the previous ones; under-sampling of absences will tend to produce
over-estimates of potential abundance. In our setting, under-sampling of absences is
reflected in the decision-making that leads to only 28% of cells being sampled, i.e., it
is not a random 28% that have been sampled. Different from spatial coverage bias,
in this context, the ecologist expresses confidence that the species is not present in
some of the unsampled cells. If this is so and we were to set some additional abundances to 0 this would assert that these “0”s are not non-detects and would diminish
potential abundance, opposite to the case of non-detects. Of course, in the absence
of actual data collection, we would not see any of these 0’s and would adopt modelbased inference regarding potential abundance for these cells. In any event, with
no explicit knowledge of how sampling sites were chosen, we are unable to attempt
correction for this bias. Possibly, approaches to address the effects of preferential
sampling (Diggle et al. 2010) could be attempted here.

2.3.5 Likelihood and Posterior Distribution
The posterior distributions of interest, p and r, will be constructed in the post MCMC
analysis (discussed in detail in section 2.4.3). From the conditional structure we first
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write P py

 c|zO , αq = 1z Ppα  ,α q. So the likelihood function for a single sample
±
y turns out to be Lpy |zO , αq = 3k0 1pzO P pαk1 , αk qq1pykq . Now f pzO |zP q can be
O

c 1

c

written as in Eq. (2.5)

Again, we have I cells with ni sampling sites within Ai . For each yij we introduce a
corresponding zO,ij and hence a pair of zT,ij , zP,ij , to represent the event happening
at j-th sampling site within Ai . We work directly with the zO |zP structure. Since we
are interested in the areal level abundance distribution and have covariates at areal
resolution, we assume for fixed i, zP,ij

 N p ; viT β

iid

θi , 1q. It is also assumed that

the zO,ij s are conditionally independent given the zP,ij ’s.

Without loss of generality, re-index cells so that the first m of them are sampled
and last I

 m are not.

The latter cells have no contribution to the y column and

hence no associated zO appears in the likelihood. Using a non-spatial model, we
would work with a posterior on the domain of sampled cells only. But assuming a
CAR prior structure with adjacency proximity matrix W for the θ over the whole
domain enables us to learn about zP for unsampled cells. In summary, the posterior
distribution takes the following form, up to proportionality, with Θ  pα, β, θq
π pzP , zO , Θ|y, v, uq

9

¹ ¹ L py
m

ni

 

ij

|zO,ij , αqf pzO,ij |zP,ij qf pzP,ij |vi, ΘqπpΘq

i 1j 1

π pΘq

 π pα qπ pβ qπ pθ q
π pθ1,2,...,I q  CARpη0 , W q.

(2.6)

We turn to the identifiability of the set of parameters under the hierarchical dependent latent structure. First, with a latent continuous process yielding an ordinal
categorical variable, the mean and scale of the distribution can be identified only up
to their ratio. In Eq. (2.3), the dependence across pzp , zT , zO q is specified through
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conditional means. Hence, all Gaussian distributions there are specified with standard deviation 1. Four categories of abundance allow three free probabilities and
the corresponding four latent surfaces will also have 3 degrees of freedom. As noted
above, we set α0

 0 with α1, α2 as free parameters.

We also need to ensure that all three z surfaces can be distinguished from each
other. Since transformation percentage 1

u

is given a priori, it is straightfor-

ward to separate zP and zT . We turn to the joint distribution for zP , zO given as
zO |zP

 N pzP , 1q, zP  N pvβ

θ, 1q. With fixed variances and no constraint on mea-

surement error, there would be no need to bring in zP ; it is redundant, there is no way
to distinguish between zP and zO , and one can use the marginal zO

 N pvβ

θ, 2q.

Now the constraint comes into the picture; it makes the zO surface nonGaussian
though the zP surface is. The greater the measurement error, the more departure
from Gaussianity in the marginal distribution of zO . Again, the measurement error
can not be estimated on any absolute scale, since the latent z scales are fixed for
identifiability. It will be controlled by parameters like β and θ. To compare the
relative effect of measurement error across different species, under fixed scale parameters, P pzP

0q is a candidate but other model features can be informative as well.

Finally, the full model specification, described in Eq. (2.3), can be represented
through a graphical model, shown in Figure 2.3.

2.4 Posterior Computation and Inference
Here, we describe how to design a computationally efficient MCMC algorithm for
the model. We then discuss how to summarize the posterior samples to estimate
important model features.
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Figure 2.3: Graphical model for latent abundance specification at site j within cell
Ai . z’s denote latent abundance processes, observed(O), transformed(T) and potential(P); y’s denote interval-censored abundances, observed(O) and potential(P); u is
proportion of land untransformed, v’s are covariates; β’s are regression coefficients;
α’s are cut points for z scale and θ’s are spatial random effects.
2.4.1 Sampling
Introduction of latent layers, although increasing the parameter dimension in the
model, makes the posterior full conditionals standard and easy to sample from. Our
goal is to efficiently estimate components of Θ which control potential abundance.
We rewrite Eq. (2.5) as follows
f pzO |zP q



uφpzO ; zP , 1q1zP ¥0

p1  uqδcpz

P



uδzP

p1  uqδcpz



1zP ¤0
Pq

q 1zP ¡0

(2.7)

and work with Eq. (2.7) to implement the computation for the model fitting.
We start with updating all zO , zP using pΘptq ; y, v, uq and then drawing components
of Θ from their respective posterior full conditionals based on zP,pt 1q , zO,pt 1q . Given
the draw from zP , sampling the components of Θ is standard as in almost any
spatial regression analysis (see Appendix A.3). For the set of θ’s, after sampling
them sequentially, we need to “center them on the fly” (Besag and Kooperberg 1995;
Gelfand and Sahu 1999). The more challenging part is to update zO , zP |Θ. In Albert
and Chib (1993), the latent variables were sampled in the MCMC from mutually
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independent truncated Gaussian full conditionals, with the support determined by
the corresponding classification. For our model, the posterior full conditional for any
zO is
π pzO |zP , y, uq

9

f pzO |zP q 1pzO

P pαy1, αy qq.

We take two different strategies to update zP , zO depending on the observed y. For

 0), f pzO , zP |y ¡ 0, uq9φpzO |zP q1z Ppα  ,α qφpzP q
which amounts to sampling first a univariate normal zO,pt 1q |pzP,ptq , y, αq truncated
ptq ptq
within pαy1 , αy q and then from zP,pt 1q | zO,pt 1q , Θptq which is also Gaussian (with

any site with nonzero y we have (with α0

location
y

zO,pt

1

q

µptq

2

and scale

O

` 1 where µptq  vT β ptq
2

y 1

y

θptq q. For a site with observed

 0 the case is more complicated with details provided in Appendix A.2.

All of

the sampling distributions required in MCMC are listed in Appendix A.3.

2.4.2 Computational Efficiency
The algorithm described above is computationally demanding as we have two latent
variables to sample at each sampling site and one spatial parameter for each of the
grid cells. However since zP , zO are independent across cells given Θ, we can update
them all at once. The problematic part is sampling the spatial effects, with approximately 37, 000 grid cells. To handle this issue, we used a parallelization method
where D is divided into disjoint and exhaustive subregions D1 , D2 , ..., DL along with
a resultant set of boundary cells B arising through the CAR proximity matrix. Thus,
once θB is updated conditional on the rest, then θD1 , θD2 , ..., θDL given θB can be updated in parallel.
This algorithm is illustrated in the Figure 2.4, where we have a 15  8 rectangular
region with an adjacency structure W which puts weight only on the cells sharing
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a common boundary. Sequential updating would have required 120 steps. We constructed a set of 48 boundary cells B (the dark cells in the Figure 2.4). It divides the
rectangle into 12 segments of 6 cells each, so that conditional on θB , those segments
can be updated independently of each other so we need only 54 updating steps. This
is only an illustrative example, but for large regions, this may significantly improve
the run time. However the time required for communication and data assimilation
is an issue for this parallelization method. With increasing L although the time required for the sequential updating within each Di goes down, the size of B increases
as does the amount of communication required within the parallel architecture. So
a trade-off must be determined for choosing L; in our setting L  11 worked well.

2.4.3 Posterior Summaries
There are several ways to summarize inference about the p and r distributions. According to our model, for Ai , pih = Φpαh  viT β  θi q  Φpαh1  viT β  θi q. Posterior
samples of β, θ, τ 2 enable us to compute samples of the pi . A posterior sample of ri
can be constructed using the relation ri

 p 1  ui

ui pio , ui pi1 , ui pi2 , ui pi3 q. Addi-

tionally, we can calculate the mean as well as the uncertainty from these samples,
enabling maps for transformed abundance (r) and potential (p) abundance. For each
of pi and ri , we have 4 submaps, one for each abundance category. This is useful in
terms of assessing high and low abundance regions for the species. The β’s provide
(up to fixed scale) the effect of a particular climate or soil-related factor on the abundance of a particular species. Comparison of the p and r maps informs about the
effect of land transformation. One may also be interested in capturing p or r through
a single summary feature rather than all 4 categorical probabilities. Grouped mean
abundance (expectation with respect to the p or r distribution) can be used with
suitable categorical mid-points. We note that the posterior inference can also be
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Figure 2.4: An example grid to illustrate parallel CAR implementation. Normal
sequential updating would have required 120 steps in each iteration. By dividing
the rectangle into 12 segments of 6 cells each with 48 boundary cells (shown in dark
grey), each segment can be updated independently (conditional on the boundaries).
In this example, the parallelization results in only 54 updating steps.
summarized on the latent scale using posterior samples of the z’s. However, working
on the z scale can only provide relative comparison.

2.5 Data Analysis
We have implemented the described model on abundance data for several different
plant species over the whole CF R. We centered and scaled all the v’s before using them in the model. As priors we used π pαq
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 1, πpβ q  N p0, φI q with large

 100.
iff dpi, j q
φ

For θ, we used η02

 0.1 and W

to be a binary matrix with wpi, j q

1

0.30. The threshold 0.30 was used to provide an 8 nearest neighbor

structure for most of the cells. However for boundary cells, the number of neighbors varies from 3 to 6. The parallelization algorithm was implemented inside R
(www.r-project.org) using l

 11.

The runtime for an individual species was about

9000 iterations/day. The outputs presented below are created by first running 12500
iterations of MCMC, discarding the initial 7500 samples and thinning the rest at
every fifth sample. The β’s were quick to converge but the α sequences were highly
autocorrelated and moved more slowly in the space.

Here we consider two species, Protea punctata (PRPUNC) and Protea repens (PRREPE).
Summary of the model output is presented through the following table and diagrams.
Table 2.1 provides the mean covariate effects for both species along with the 95%
equal tail credible interval width (in parentheses). Considering 95% equal tail credible interval, all the covariate effects are significant except Fert1 for P. punctata.

Table 2.1: Posterior summaries for covariate effects (mean and 95% c.i. width)
species

Apan.mean

PRPUNC

1.2275
p0.3809q

PRREPE

0.6825
p0.1710q

Max01

Min07

Mean.an.pr

Sumsmd

Fert1

0.9436 0.8248
p0.2768q p0.1143q

0.2439
p0.1158q

0.1834
p0.2006q

0.0306
p0.1089q

0.4512 0.0864
p0.1179q p0.0612q

0.1753
p0.0673q

0.2958 0.0566
p0.0996q p0.0455q

The mean posterior spatial effects are shown in Figure 2.5. Note that the spatial
effects for the two species have quite different patterns, with Protea repens having
a region of low values in the northeast and larger values elsewhere, while Protea
punctata is more even across the landscape, but with lower values towards the edges
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Figure 2.5: Posterior mean spatial effects (θ) for Protea punctata (PRPUNC) and
Protea repens (PRREPE). These effects offer local adjustment to potential abundance. Cells with values greater than zero represent regions with larger than expected
populations, conditional on the other covariates.
of the CF R. These surfaces capture the spatial variability in abundance that is not
explained by the other covariates within the model. This suggests that the covariates predict higher abundance of P. repens in the northwest than what was observed,
perhaps indicating some unobserved limiting factor (such as unsuitable soils, more
extreme seasonality in rainfall, or dispersal limitations). Similarly for P. punctata,
the covariates may over-predict abundances at the edges of the CFR where many
environmental factors change as one transitions to other biome types.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the mean posterior abundance category probabilities (potential and transformed) for P. punctata (Figure 2.6) and P. repens (Figure 2.7).
Comparing these plots among rows contrasts the probabilities associated with each
abundance class for the species, while comparing between columns shows the effects
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Figure 2.6: Abundance category probability maps for Protea punctata (PRPUNC)
for untransformed (left) and transformed (right) situations. Values are cellwise posterior mean probabilities for the abundance classes. Class 0 means the probability the
species is absent, while classes 1-3 indicate estimated abundance from 1-10, 11-100,
100+ individuals, respectively.
of landscape transformations on abundance class probabilities. Both species show
higher predicted abundances coinciding with mountainous areas of the CF R. This
is where the fynbos biome dominates the landscape and where proteas are characteristically the dominant, indicator species (Rebelo et al. 2006). Note that P. punctata,
a less common species, is only slightly affected by landscape transformation, while
there are dramatic differences for P. repens (Figure 2.8 and 2.9). This is because P.
punctata is mostly limited to dry, rocky or shale slopes (Rebelo 2001) which are less
suitable for agriculture or development and thus mostly untransformed. P. repens on
the other hand is much more ubiquitous across the region and can frequently occur
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Figure 2.7: Abundance category probability maps for Protea repens (PRREPE) for
untransformed (left) and transformed (right) situations. Values are cellwise posterior
mean probabilities for the abundance classes. Class 0 means the probability the
species is absent, while classes 1-3 indicate estimated abundance from 1-10, 11-100,
100+ individuals, respectively.
in lowland areas that have been largely transformed by human activities (Rebelo
2001; Rebelo et al. 2006).

It is also useful to summarize these data through mean potential abundance and
mean transformed abundance (see section 2.4.3) as in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. These figures allow inspection of the underlying latent surfaces that are of interest to ecologists
as a continuous relative representation of species abundances. However, the latent
“z” scales may be difficult to interpret ecologically and thus estimated potential and
transformed abundance (using the grouped mean) are also shown. These represent
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Figure 2.8: Mean posterior abundance summaries for Protea punctata (PRPUNC).
On the latent z-scale, “Mean z[P]” refers to potential abundance while “Mean z[T]”
refers to the potential abundance corrected for habitat transformation. The Grouped
Mean Abundance rescales the Mean z[P] surface to the expected potential size of a
population in a grid cell (using the observed abundance classes: absent, 1-10, 10100, 100+). The Group Mean Transformed Abundance shows the expected size of a
population after correcting for habitat transformation.
the expected abundance (with respect to the p’s or r’s) of a species at a randomly
selected sample location in that grid. The associated display makes it easy to visualize the effects of habitat transformation on protea populations. P. punctata shows
almost no effects of landscape transformation, while large differences are apparent
for P. repens. Note the large transformed regions in the south and west where the
expected abundance of plants has dropped from more than 50 to near zero. It is also
apparent that, across the landscape, P. punctata tends to have a higher expected
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Figure 2.9: Mean posterior abundance summaries for Protea repens (PRREPE).
On the latent z-scale, “Mean z[P]” refers to potential abundance while “Mean z[T]”
refers to the potential abundance corrected for habitat transformation. The Grouped
Mean Abundance rescales the Mean z[P] surface to the expected potential size of a
population in a grid cell (using the observed abundance classes: absent, 1-10, 10100, 100+). The Group Mean Transformed Abundance shows the expected size of a
population after correcting for habitat transformation.
mean abundance at any given sample point than does P. repens (Figures 2.8 & 2.9).

2.6 Discussion and future work
Building on previous efforts that have addressed presence/absence of species, we have
presented a modeling framework for learning about potential patterns for species
abundance not degraded by land transformation and potential measurement error.
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The model was built using a hierarchical latent abundance specification, incorporating spatial structure to capture anticipated association between adjacent locations.
Along with potential pattern, we also have an estimate of transformed abundance
pattern. Comparison of these two patterns is helpful for understanding the effect of
land transformation on species presence and abundance and, in particular, for disentangling these effects from those of other environmental factors. This may facilitate
designing strategies for species conservation as well as understanding the overall effects of climate change.

This work has applications in biogeography and in conservation biology (Pearce and
Ferrier 2001; Gaston 2003). We can now develop predictive maps of “high quality”
habitat sites within a species range, based on high predicted abundances. This will
help identify prime locations for effective conservation efforts. We can also estimate
the impact of habitat transformation on the size of the population using the information from Figure 2.7 and 2.9, and thus identify threats to conservation. Predictive
abundance maps will also be useful to explore patterns in biodiversity and species
abundances. Do species abundances tend to peak in the middle of the species’ range
(Gaston 2003) ? Do areas of high biodiversity tend to have lower species abundances
? Are there areas that are rich in both abundance and biodiversity (perhaps identifying ideal regions for conservation efforts) ?

There are several natural extensions. One is to study the temporal change in abundance. With abundance data collected over time as well as associated environmental
factors such as rainfall and temperature, dynamic modeling of species abundance
with changing environmental factors, may give a clearer picture of how a species is
responding to climate change. Indeed, when connected to future climate scenarios,
we may attempt to forecast prospective species abundance. Similarly, if the transfor43

mation data is also time varying, we could illuminate the effect of land transformation
in greater detail.
The current model uses transformation percentage p1  uq in a deterministic way
(transformation having a binary effect on potential abundance). In other cases (e.g.,
to study abundance pattern of animals) it may be reasonable to treat transformation
as another covariate influencing species habitat. Also, it may be imagined that the
relationship between potential abundance and environmental variables is not linear
as specified in (3), e.g., environmental variables may affect larger abundance classes
differently from smaller abundance classes; piecewise linear specification, introducing
different regression coefficients over the different abundance classes could be explored.

Another possible extension lies in joint modeling of two or more species. One may
wish to learn whether two plant varieties are sympatric or allopatric and whether or
not there is evidence for competitive interactions or facilitation. Such modeling can
be done by extending our model to have multiple pzP,k , zT,k , zO,k q surfaces, where k is
the species indicator. Dependence can be introduced in across zP,k surfaces by modeling θpkq using an MCAR (Gelfand and Vounatsou 2003; Jin et al. 2005). Fitting
such models will be very challenging if there are many grid cells.

Instead of taking an areal level approach, if covariate information is available at point
level (where sampling sites are viewed as “points” within the large region, D), one
may consider a point-level model. This amounts to replacing the CAR model with
a Gaussian process prior for the spatial effects. With many sampling sites, we will
need to use appropriate approximation techniques (Banerjee et al. 2008).
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3
Point Pattern Modeling for Degraded
Presence-Only Data over Large Regions

3.1 Introduction
Learning about species distributions is a long-standing issue in ecology with, by now,
an enormous literature. Useful review papers that organize and compare model approaches include Guisan and Zimmermann (2000); Elith et al. (2006); Graham and
Hijmans (2006); Guisan and Thuiller (2005); Wisz et al. (2008). Our focus here is
on model-based approaches to study this problem. A substantial proportion of the
model-based work focuses on modeling presence/absence where the data are available as a presence (1) or absence (0) at a sampling location. The goal is to explain
the probability of presence at a location given the environmental conditions that are
present there. The natural approach is to build a binary regression model, with the
logistic link most common, and possibly with a generalized additive model (GAM)
in some of the covariates. GAMs tend to fit data well since they employ additional
parameters to enable the response variables to assume nonlinear and multimodal
relationships with the data (Guisan et al. 2002; Austin et al. 2006; Elith et al. 2006).
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They can also provide a qualitative picture of how species respond to environmental
variables. The price is that GAMs lose simplicity in interpretation and risk overfitting with poor out-of-sample prediction.

Much of this work is non-spatial in the sense that, though it includes spatial covariate
information, it does not model anticipated spatial dependence in presence/absence
probabilities. Accounting for the latter seems critical since causal ecological explanations such as localized dispersal as well as omitted (unobserved) explanatory
variables with spatial pattern such as local smoothness of soil or topographic features
suggest that, at sufficiently high resolution, occurrence of a species at one location
will be associated with its occurrence at neighboring locations (Ver Hoef et al. 2001).
In particular, such dependence structure facilitates learning about presence/absence
for portions of a study region that have not been sampled, accommodating typical
gaps in sampling and irregular sampling intensity. Higgs and Hoeting (2010) discussed prediction for point level categorical responses using a Gaussian process (GP)
prior on spatial effects. For areal level count data, the customary way to model the
random effects employs Markov random field (MRF) priors (Besag 1974; Banerjee
et al. 2004) with a predefined spatial neighborhood structure. This technique was
employed initially in Augustin et al. (1996). It was subsequently incorporated into
a hierarchical Bayesian model setting by Gelfand et al. (2005b,c). See also Hooten
et al. (2003); Latimer et al. (2006).

The focus of the work here is on the so-called presence-only setting. Analysis of
such data has seen growing popularity in recent years due to increased availability
of presence-only records from museum databases and other non-systematic surveys
(Graham et al. 2004). One model-based strategy has attempted to implement a
presence/absence approach using presence-only data. All of this work depends upon
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drawing so-called background samples, a random sample of locations in the region
with known environmental features. Early work here characterized these data as
pseudo-absences (Engler et al. 2004; Ferrier et al. 2002; Guisan and Zimmermann
2000) and fitted a logistic regression to the observed presences and these pseudoabsences. Since presence/absence is unknown for these samples, recent work (Pearce
and Boyce 2006; Ward et al. 2009) shows how to adjust the resulting logistic regression to account for this. Additionally, all of this work is non-spatial in the sense
of the previous paragraph. Perhaps, most importantly, as we argue below, this approach conditions in the wrong direction. We assert that the observed presences can
be viewed as a marked point pattern with the mark indicating presence (see the very
recent work of Warton and Shepherd (2010) in this regard). With an associated
marked point pattern of absences we could build a binary regression for marks given
locations, a presence/absence model. With data consisting only presences, we can
attempt only to build a point pattern model to learn about the intensity that drives
this pattern. Therefore, in the sequel, we do not further consider the conversion-tologistic regression approach.

Alternatives to the above adopts an algorithmic perspective such as the genetic algorithm for rule-set prediction (GARP) approach (Stockwell and Peters 1999; Peterson
and Kluza 2003) and the maximum entropy (Maxent) approach developed in a series
of papers by S.J. Phillips, M. Dudı́k and colleagues, see, e.g., Phillips et al. (2006);
Phillips and Dudı́k (2008); Phillips et al. (2009). GARP is based upon an artificial
intelligence framework to produce a set of positive and negative rules that, together,
give a binary prediction. Rules are favored according to their effectiveness (compared
with random prediction) based upon a sample of background data and presence data.
Maxent is a constrained optimization method which finds the optimal species density (closest to a uniform) subject to moment constraints. Maxent predictions have
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usually been found to have higher predictive accuracy on average than GARP (Elith
et al. 2006; Hernandez et al. 2006; Phillips et al. 2006) or other methods employed
to date, though GARP has a longer history of usage (with well-established, easy to
use software). However, with the availability of a fairly recent attractive software
package (http://www.cs.princeton.edu/ schapire/maxent), Maxent is now becoming
the standard approach for presence-only data analysis. The point pattern analysis
approach we develop provides an appealing alternative to Maxent in that it is fully
model-based, allowing full inference, including attaching uncertainty to estimation
everywhere in the region.

Our contribution starts with the argument that presence-only data should be viewed
as a point pattern. Then, the associated goal is to model the intensity in terms of
the available environments across the region, as in Warton and Shepherd (2010). We
do this through typical regression modeling, enabling natural interpretation for the
coefficients. We employ a hierarchical model to enable uncertainty in the inference,
especially with regard to the intensity surface. We introduce spatial structure into
our modeling for the intensity surface through spatial random effects. We do not
assume any background or pseudo-absence samples; rather, we assume that the covariates we employ are available as surfaces over the region in order to interpolate
an intensity over the entire region. We acknowledge that the observed point pattern
is biased through anthropogenic processes, e.g., human intervention to transform the
landscape and non-uniform (in fact, often very irregular) sampling effort. This requires adjusting the potential species intensity to a realized intensity which we treat
as a degradation of the intensity. The implications of such bias and the need for bias
correction using any of the presence-only analysis approaches has been discussed in
the literature. See, e.g., Reese et al. (2005); Dudı́k et al. (2006); Phillips and Dudı́k
(2008); Phillips et al. (2009); Veloz (2009). Lastly, an attractive by-product of our
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modeling is the opportunity to study species richness, that is, the expected number
of distinct species in a specified region. In particular, we can obtain potential and
observed richness surfaces.

We work with presence-only data collected from the Cape Floristic Region in South
Africa (Figure 3.1). The region is divided into approximately 37, 000 grid cells, each
one minute by one minute (roughly 1.55km

 1.85km).

Covariate information is

only available at grid cell level so we model the intensity as a tiled surface over these
cells. We provide potential and degraded intensities for six species as well as richness
distribution with respect to them (section 3.4).

The format of the paper is as follows. Section 3.2 describes the common issues that
arise in modeling species distribution datasets. Section 3.3 develops a point process
model for the presence only datasets. Section 3.4 shows how we can study richness.
Section 3.5 details the computational and inference issues related to high dimensional
spatial data. Section 3.6 compares our approach with the Maxent (Phillips et al.
2006) method for synthetic datasets. In section 3.7, we present the data analysis with
interpretation and conclude with some discussion and future extensions in section
3.8.

3.2 Basic Issues and Existing Approaches
The simplest approaches to predicting species distributions based on presence-only
data are based directly on the environmental envelope associated with observed occurrences. In these approaches, one summarizes the suite of environmental attributes
of species site occurrences and extrapolates presence to other sites with similar attributes. The BIOCLIM and DOMAIN models for example use variations on this
approach (Elith et al. 2006). In such models there is no spatial component to the pre49
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Figure 3.1: The Cape Floristic Region (CFR) of South Africa. Inset shows the
location of the CFR within the African Continent. The 90, 000 km2 region was
divided into 36, 907 1-minute cells. Proportion of untransformed land at the grid cell
level is shown as well.
dictions, rather all similar environments are identified as potential occurrence sites.
Arbitrary thresholds may typically be used in identifying environmentally similar
sites. Of course no uncertainty is associated with such predictions. Instead, one
may simply draw convex hulls around occurrence sites to identify a geographically
defined space which is interpreted as the range for the species. This raises the question of whether we should require spatial contiguity for a species geographic range.
Furthermore, from a stochastic perspective, do we insist upon hard edges for ranges
or, through probabilities, can we have soft ranges ? Various alternative algorithmic
approaches include GARP (Stockwell and Peters 1999), artificial neural nets (Lek
et al. 1996), boosted regression trees (also called stochastic gradient boosting; Elith
et al. (2008)) , random forests (Breiman 2001), climate envelope models (Heikkinen
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et al. 2006) etc.

Because of its frequently superior predictive performance and the availability of a
user-friendly interface, Maxent has become the default tool for modeling presenceonly data on species distributions. This algorithmic approach produces a probability
density or relative intensity surface over the set of points at which a species has been
observed, potentially together with a set of points that represent the distribution
of ”background” environmental conditions in the region of interest. This relative
intensity surface maximizes entropy given constraints imposed by the collection of
vectors of environmental variable values at the sites at which the species has been
observed. These constraints require that the average of each of the environmental
covariates under this distribution essentially agrees with the empirical average for
this covariate based upon samples over the region. The constrained optimization
introduces regularization weights, one for each moment constraint. The optimization is solved only approximately, i.e., each constraint is satisfied within a specified
precision. Evidently, these weights have nothing to do with customary regression
coefficients.

The resultant surface is interpreted as providing the relative probability of observing
a species at a given location compared to other locations in the region. However,
Maxent is unable to provide an absolute intensity, hence, we are unable to determine the expected number of individuals in a specified region. Correcting sample
selection bias in Maxent has been discussed in Dudı́k et al. (2006) offering three ad
hoc approaches with the goal being to re-weight the relative probability surface by a
sampling distribution which takes the form of a relative sampling effort surface. Such
a surface will not be known in practice and it may be more natural to view sampling
effort in terms of probability of sampling at a given location (see below and Section
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3.3.1). Moreover, it is not clear how to introduce land use transformation into Maxent. Lastly, as an optimization strategy rather than a stochastic modeling approach,
Maxent is unable to attach any uncertainty to resulting optimized estimates. The
approach we propose below addresses all of these issues. However, in Section 3.5
we make comparison between Maxent and our approach within the limitations of
Maxent. For the CFR dataset, we present only the analysis under our approach.

A much different strategy attempts to use the sample of observed presences to fit a
binary regression model, most commonly a logistic regression, modeling the probability of presence given environmental covariates. Evidently, this is impossible with
only presences so all of these approaches introduce absences. The early work here
characterized these additional data as pseudo-absences (Engler et al. 2004; Ferrier
et al. 2002; Guisan and Zimmermann 2000). More recent work (Pearce and Boyce
2006; Ward et al. 2009) acknowledges that presence or absence is unknown for these
background samples and attempts to adjust the resulting logistic regression to account for this. Alas, this requires specifying the overall population prevalence of
the species, a notion which is not well defined unless the region is discretized. In
any event, both Pearce and Boyce (2006) and Ward et al. (2009) note that this
marginal prevalence will not be known and the latter clearly argue that estimating
it from presence-only data is not feasible in practice. Furthermore, how are such
background samples developed ? Ideally, we seek a random sample of the available
environment. It is not clear how to do this but it is clear that we do not want to
draw locations uniformly from the study region. Moreover, it is obvious that inference depends upon the number of background samples drawn, an arbitrary choice
which can substantially influence the resultant inference (Pearce and Boyce (2006),
p. 407). Finally, despite the natural expectation that there should be spatial dependence in the presence/absence probabilities, none of this work employs spatial
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dependence structure.

Most of these approaches fail to address bias that may exist in sampling occurrences.
Yet such bias in sampling is a common problem (Loiselle et al. 2007; Vaughan and
Ormerod 2003; Schulman et al. 2007; Lobo et al. 2007). Very recently Diggle et al.
(2010) addressed this issue, referring to it as preferential sampling. Sites are not
equally likely to be sampled because of variation in site access. For example, sites
adjacent to roads or along paths, near urban areas, with public ownership, or with
flat topography are likely to be over-sampled relative to more inaccessible sites. In
fact, one might try to build models to explain sampling effort using variables such
as these. We could employ prior knowledge in variable selection, information on
sampling effort gleaned from other regions, and training samples to attempt this. In
our limited experience we have found such regressions to provide poor explanation.
Furthermore, incorporating such modeling into an overall hierarchical model is challenging (see Section 3.3.1). In any event, such bias may result in an intensity, hence,
a species distribution which is essentially the distribution of sampling effort. As well,
there may be temporal bias in sampling. For example. as one learns more about the
ecology of the species of interest sample site selection may change (Lobo et al. 2007).

Furthermore, land use affects sampling, hence, inference about the intensity. As a
result of human intervention, areas within the study region are not available for a
species. Also, agricultural transformation and dense stands of alien invasive species
preclude availability. Figure 3.1 shows the extent of transformation across the CFR
at the grid cell level. Transformed areas are not sampled and so, this information
must be included in the modeling. Altogether, sampling is sparse and irregular. We
note that much of the CFR has not been sampled; only 10, 158 of the 36, 907 (28%)
grid cells were sampled (Figure 2.2). It is unlikely that we have not collected a ran53

dom sample of available environments.

Detection can affect inference regarding the intensity. That is, we may incorrectly
identify a species as present which is actually absent (false presence) or fail to detect a species that is actually present (false absence) (Reese et al. 2005). Evidently,
the prevalence of these false records will affect the attempt of an explanatory model
on environmental features (Tyre et al. 2003). Modeling for these errors can be attempted but requires information beyond the observed presence data.

3.3 Point Process Modeling
We view the observed presence only data as a point pattern subject to degradation.
A realization of any point process (Diggle 2003) over a region D can be represented
in terms of the set YD

 {ypsq|s P

D}, where the 0{1 valued process y psq is an

indicator of whether the event was observed at location s. For any bounded region
D, YD consists of finitely many 1s and uncountably many 0s. Hence, inferring about
p py

 1|sq, i.e., the probability of presence at location s, is not possible with this

type of data (pseudo-abundance methods circumvent this by choosing a finite sample
of elements from this dense, uncountable “absence” set.). However, from YD , we can
meaningfully infer about pps|y

 1q, i.e., the density for presences (which provides

the expected proportion of points in a given subregion relative to D). This density
can also be interpreted as the distribution of presence locations over the entire region.

In section 3.3.1 we detail a general point process specification for this problem. In
section 3.3.2 we formalize the likelihood and posterior. Section 3.3.3 introduces a
grid cell approximation appropriate for the grid cell level data we have for the CFR.
Section 3.3.4 discusses how to draw inference about species richness from our model.
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Section 3.3.4 offers a consistency result associated with the modeling we propose.
3.3.1 Probability model for presence locations
As is standard for point patterns, we assume a nonhomogeneous Poisson process
(NHPP) model (Van Lieshout 2000) for the set of presence locations. We have to
introduce degradation caused by sampling bias as well as by land transformation. As
a result, we conceptualize a potential intensity, i.e., the intensity in the absence of
degradation, as well as a realized (or effective) intensity that operates in the presence
of degradation. Further, we have to tile the intensity to reflect our inability to explain
it at spatial resolution finer than our grid cells. We now develop the modeling details.
We begin by imagining three surfaces over D. Let λpsq be the “potential” intensity
surface, i.e., a positive function which is integrable over D. λpsq is the intensity in

the absence of degradation. Let

³

D

λpsqds  λpDq. Then, g psq  λpsq{λpDq gives the

potential density over D. Modeling for λpsq will be provided in section 3.3.2. Next,
we envision an availability surface, U psq, a binary surface over D such that U psq  1

or 0 according to whether location s is untransformed by land use or not. That is,
assuming no sampling bias, λpsqU psq can only be λpsq or 0 according whether s is
available or not. Let Ai denote the geographical region corresponding to cell i. Then,
if we average U psq over Ai , we obtain ui



³
Ai

U psqds{|Ai |, where ui is the proportion

of cell i that is transformed and |Ai | is the area of cell i. In our setting ui is known

for all grid cells. Similarly, we envision a sampling effort surface over D which we
denote as T psq. T psq is also a binary surface and T psqU psq  1 indicates that location s is both available and sampled. Now, we can set qi



³

Ai

T psqU psqds{|Ai | and

interpret qi as the probability that a randomly selected location in Ai was available
and sampled. Thus we can capture availability and sampling effort at areal unit scale.
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Hence, λpsqU psqT psq becomes the degradation at location s which, sensibly, can
never be greater than λpsq. This implies that in regions where no locations were
sampled, the operating intensity for the species is 0. In this regard, we note that we
do not envision a probability density surface for sampling effort as in the Maxent
literature (Phillips and Dudı́k 2008). With such a surface, say ppsq, we could have
λps qp ps q

¡

λpsq which does not seem sensible. That is, it is sensible to multiply

an intensity by an intensity or a density by a density (renormalizing the product),
as is done and necessary in Maxent, but not an intensity by a density. In different
terms,

³
Ai

T psqds{|Ai | can be viewed as the sampling probability associated with cell

i. Then, if T psq is viewed as random, so is the integral. Furthermore, the expectation
of the integral would yield

³
Ai

ppsqds{|Ai | where, now, ppsq



P pT psq



1q

0, 1s.

P r

Clearly ppsq gives the local probabilities of sampling, not a probability density over
D. It is tempting to try to model T pq using a logistic regression with variables of
the sort mentioned in section 3.2 to learn about ppsq. This would provide a possible
prior for T psq. We have examined this approach for the CFR but the resulting regression yielded poor explanation and so we have abandoned it here. Furthermore,
while we introduce a conceptual point level model, for the CFR, we will work at the
grid cell level, i.e., with qi . It would be very difficult to induce a prior for tqi u from
a specification for T psq.

In order to go forward, we assume that λpsq is independent of T psqU psq. That is,
the potential intensity for a species is independent of the degradation process. Then,
omitting the details, we can write

³

λpsqT pS qU psqds  λi qi where λi
Ai

the cumulative intensity associated with cell Ai and, again, qi

³



³


1
Ai | Ai

|

Ai

λpsqds is

T psqU psqds.

Finally, we note that it is not sensible to imagine that sampling effort is independent
of land transformation. In fact, we might expect less sampling attention to be paid
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to more transformed areas (Reese et al. 2005; Veloz 2009). More directly, if U psq  0
then T psq

 0.

Hence, if we define qi

 uipi, then pi 

³
Ai
³

T psqU psqds
Ai

U psqds

, i.e., pi is the

conditional probability that a randomly selected location in cell i is sampled given
it is available. In our application below we set pi equal to 1 or 0 which we interpret
as T psq  1 @s P Ai or T psq  0 @s P Ai , respectively. In particular, we set pi
cell i was sampled for any species in our dataset; otherwise, we set pi
CFR, this sets pi

 1 for the 10, 158 grid cells that have been visited.

 0.

 1 if

For the

3.3.2 Likelihood and Posterior
Now we turn to modeling of the potential intensity surface λpq. We model it using a
log Gaussian process (GP) prior, which results in a log Gaussian Cox process model
(LGCP; Møller and Waagepetersen (2004) sec 5.6) for the observed data. We expect
the environmental covariates to influence the intensity; thus the mean of the GP is
modeled as a linear combination of x s. Then for any location s P D, we have
1

log λpsq



xpsqβ

w ps q

(3.1)

wpq, a zero-mean stationary, isotropic GP over D, accounts for any spatial association in λ surface across grid cells that may exist above and beyond the similarity
of x values. Dependence structure of wpq can be parametrized using Matérn family
of functions (Banerjee et al. 2004). In the sequel we use the exponential covariance
function. We do not expect much sensitivity to this choice in terms of inference
regarding λpsq. Alternative kernel-based models are also available, see Tu (2006) for
details.
As above, suppose we have ni presence locations psi,1 , si,2 , ..., si,ni q within cell i
for i



1, 2, . . . , I. Following the discussion in section 3.3.1, U psi,j qT psi,j q
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1,

0

¤

j

¤

zi,j , 1

¤

i

¤

I. Then the likelihood function corresponding to NHPP(λpq)

becomes

Lpλpq; tsi,j uq

9

³
e D λpsqU psqT psq dsq

¹¹
I

ni

 

λpsi,j q

(3.2)

i 1j 1

Although we have finitely many presence locations, the integral term in L involves
the uncountable random field {λpsq : s P D}.
3.3.3 A grid cell approximation
Recall that the dataset consists of observed presence locations at the scale of grid
cells in the CFR. In particular, let D denote our CFR study domain where D is
divided into I



36, 907 grid cells of equal area. For each cell i

are given information on p covariates as xi

 p



1, 2, 3, ..., I, we

xi1 , vi2 , ..., xip q. We also have cell

level information about land availability (i.e., if current land use can support natural
occurrence of the species) across D, as a proportion of of the area of the cell (Figure
3.1). Following the previous subsection, we denote this by ui . Within cell i, there
are ni sites where the species was observed under the data collection. For many cells
ni



0 primarily because 72% were actually unsampled. Given this data, we seek to

infer about its prevalence pattern over D. Below, we develop a hierarchical model
to address this issue.

We do not work at the site level. Though, in fact, we have geo-coded locations for
the observed sites, with covariate information at grid cell level, we only attempt to
explain the point pattern at grid cell level. We can not learn about covariate effects
at finer resolution. Additionally, a computational advantage accrues; we can work
with a product Poisson likelihood approximation rather than the point pattern likelihood in (3.2). Approximation of the point pattern likelihood using a tiled surface
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over a lattice embedding the region was discussed in Beneš et al. (2003). The approximation was justified in the sense that the resulting approximate posterior converges
to the true posterior as the partition gets finer and finer.
Let us denote the the center and area of each grid cell by psi , ∆i q respectively for i 

 ∆@i) and approximate λpsq with λpsiq for

1, 2, ..., I (in fact, for our application, ∆i
s P Ai . Rewrite the integral

³
D

λpsqU psqT psq dsq in (3.2) as

I
¸

»



P

i 1 s Ai

λpsqU psqT psq ds.

Under the above approximation, with λpsq still as in (3.1), the likelihood changes to

L̃pλpq; nq

9



I
¸

e 

i 1

λpsi q∆i qi ¹
I



λni psi q

(3.3)

i 1

Notice that, for any cell with qi

 0 (which can happen if either pi  0 or ui  0)

there is no contribution from Ai in L̃. If out of I cells only m are sampled, L̃ involves only λps1:m q, where without loss of generality we labeled the sampled cells
first. Inference on λpsm

1:I

q can be drawn from their respective posterior predictive

distributions as discussed in section 3.5.3 below but can be removed from model
fitting as in section 3.5.2. Since, from (3.1), logλpsq follows a GP, the posterior distribution corresponding to L̃ takes the form

π pλps1:m q, β, θ|n, x, u, pq

9



I
¸

e 

i 1

λpsi q∆i qi ¹
m



λni psi q

i 1

 φmplog λps1:mq|β, x, θqπpβ qπpθq

(3.4)

where φm denotes the m dimensional Gaussian density and θ the parameters in the
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covariance function of wpq in (3.1). Sampling from (3.4) using Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) is discussed in section 3.5.2 and in B.2.

3.3.4 A consistency result
Now we turn to consistency of the posterior in (3.4). As noted in section 3.3.3, it is
equivalent to study a Poisson likelihood for the data with log GP prior on the mean.
Posterior consistency in generalized linear models (GLM’s) with a GP prior on the
link function has been recently studied; see, e.g., Ghosal and Roy (2006); Tokdar and
Ghosh (2007). Establishing posterior consistency is useful to deduce the rate of posterior convergence (Ghosal et al. 2000). Sufficient conditions for showing posterior
consistency in the case of non i.i.d. observations with Gaussian error was established
in Choi and Schervish (2007). Consistency results for binary data with assumptions
on the covariance function of the GP prior for the link function were developed in
Ghosal and Roy (2006). The same for a Poisson model was discussed in Pillai (2008)
and results were provided for the case where the support of the prior distribution
is restricted to the class of functions Λγ



{λpq; λpq

¡

γ}, for some fixed γ

¡

0.

We observe that under a log GP prior distribution (with some regularity conditions
mentioned in Appendix B.1 ) on the intensity function, the assumption of a uniform
lower bound can be relaxed to that of strict positivity. Below, we state a modified
version of remark 4.2.5 of Pillai (2008).

Theorem 1. Let y psq

ind


f p, sq where f p, sq is the Poisson distribution with mean

λpsq corresponding to the covariate s P D, where D is a compact subset of R2 . Place
a prior Π on the space of functions η pq  logλpq through a GP with mean µ0 pq and
covariance kernel σ p, q. Let Λ0



{ λ0 pq

P

C D : @s

P

D, λ0 psq

¡

0 }, where C D

is set of all continuous functions on D. Then under regularity conditions on µ0 , σ
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given in Appendix B.1, we have, for any λ0 pq P Λ0 ,
Πp λ :

³

|λpsq  λ0psq|dQnpsq ¡ ǫ|y1, y2, ..., ynq Ñ 0

in Pλ0 , where Qn is the empirical distribution function of s1 , s2 , ..., sn .
Proof. See Appendix B.1.

3.4 Studying richness with presence-only data
Recall the definition of species richness for a specified region. Relative to a specified
set of species, the observed richness is the number of distinct species found in that region. Here, we show how our modeling above provides a natural parametric function
for inferring about expected richness, with associated uncertainty. By comparison,
the customary approach using Maxent is to merely sum over the individual species
densities (Newbold et al. 2009). The interpretation of such a sum as a richness when
integrated over a subregion is possibly unsatisfying and, in any case, no uncertainty
can be attached to any estimates made using this sum.
Under the presence only setting, we imagine data arrives in the form, psj , lpsj qq,

 1, 2, ..., n, i.e., a random location and a species label associated with that location. Suppose we use the foregoing modeling to create a species intensity, λl psq, for
species l  1, 2, ..., L. For a set A within the study region, we define the richness

j

for A to be the expected number of distinct species in A. Under this definition, we
expect more species as A grows larger and no species as the area of A goes to 0.
Let npAq be the total number of observations in A, i.e., the total number of locations in A where a “presence-only” observation of any species was recorded. Let
nl pAq be the number of locations in A where species l was observed. Finally, let
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r p Aq 

° 1pn pAq ¡ 0q, where 1pq is the indicator function. Then rpAq is the “reall

l

ized” richness in A. Thus, the quantity we seek to infer about is E prpAqq. Note that

¡ 0qq  1  eλ pAq since nl pAq  P opλl pAqq. Hence, E prpAqq  °l p1 

eλ pAq q. Richness is not additive, i.e., E prpA1 q rpA2 qq  E prpA1 qq E prpA2 q. This
is intuitive and is evident from our calculations. So direct modeling of rpAq from the
E p1pnl pAq

l

l

data using cellwise frequency of distinct species is restrictive in the sense that one
can not infer about richness within an arbitrary subregion A. On the other hand, intensities over disjoint regions add up and thus estimating richness through intensity
allows greater flexibility. With model fitting for each λl psq, we can obtain posterior

samples of E prpAqq for any A by integrating (summing for discretized version) the
intensity over A. If we work with the collection of grid cells Ai , we can supply a
richness surface for the entire CFR. Adjustment for transformation and sampling
intensity can be introduced as above to distinguish a potential and degraded surface.
We illustrate this in section 3.7.

3.5 Computation and Inference
We fit the models of the previous section using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
The primary computational challenge in working with the CFR is handling the model
fitting for 37, 000 grid cells, the familiar ‘large n’ problem for Gaussian process
(Banerjee et al. 2004). With grid cells, an alternative is a parallelization scheme
in conjunction with a CAR model as described in Chapter 2.

3.5.1 Predictive Process Approximation
In the context of MCMC, employing a GP on a large collection of locations is computationally demanding, because of the necessary repeated inversion of the covariance
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matrix arising from the process. There are a number of approximation techniques in
literature, such as process convolution (Higdon 2002), approximate likelihood (Stein
et al. 2004), fixed rank kriging (Cressie and Johannesson 2008) etc. We employ the
predictive process method (Banerjee et al. 2008) for working with such a high dimensional GP. If wpq is the zero mean GP under consideration, and our data consist

 ps1, s2, ..., sI q where I is large, then the method proceeds by first
choosing r locations s01:r  ps01 , s02 , ..., s0r q from the region, called knots, and then replaces wps1:I q in the model equation by w̃ps1:I q  E rwps1:I q|wps01:r qs  Lwps01:r q for
some matrix L, calculated from the dependence structure of wpq. L depends on

of locations s1:I

correlation parameters but not on the process variance. In our setting, we apply this
approximation to the tλpsj qu in (3.4).

In working with the predictive process specification, it is usually necessary to include a nugget term ǫ in the model. Otherwise the approximation will render the
joint distribution of the data to be singular. In our setting we have a generalized
linear model (GLM) with a conditionally independent first stage and a spatial model
for the canonical parameter λpq rather than the data. So putting a conditionally
independent pure error in the model seems redundant. We introduce a nugget as a
bias correction, a modification discussed in Finley et al. (2009). Since var( wpsj qq ¥

varpw̃psj qq for each j, the predictive process is expected to underestimate the spatial
variance and increase the variance of the nugget term. The correction introduces
a heteroscedastic error ǫ with varpǫj q

 varpwpsj qq varpw̃psj qqq.

No additional

parameters are brought in with this correction so we retain the benefit of a lower dimensional spatial association structure. The computational advantage of this method
is also illustrated in section 3.5.3 and B.2.
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3.5.2 MCMC Sampling
In section 3.3.2, we supplied the likelihood and posterior under our model. In what
follows, we approximate (3.4), employing the predictive process technique discussed
above. The joint set of locations (s1:I , s01:r q, partition the spatial covariance matrix as
2

σ Rn

r

pφq  σ



2

pq
pq

pq
p q , where the entries of Rr,I are exponential correlation

RI φ Rr,I φ
RI,r φ Rr φ

 λpsj q∆, which denotes the expected

terms with decay parameter φ. We rewrite λj

species count in cell i under potential prevalence. Now the hierarchical model looks
like

ni |λi


log λpsi q 
w̃ps1:I q 
wps01:r q 
ǫi

ind


π pβ, φ, σ 2 q 
From section 3.5.1, Lpφq

ind

Poipλi qi q, i  1, 2, ...I
xTi β

ǫi

w̃psi q

RI,r pφqRr1 pφq wps01:r q
Nr p0r , Rr pφqq
N p0, σ 2 p1  pRI,r pφqRr1 pφqRr,I pφqqii qq
π pβ qπ pφqπ pσ 2 q

 RI,r pφqRr1pφq.

(3.5)

In the absence of prior knowledge, we

can use weak prior distributions for β and σ 2 as Gaussian and inverse-gamma, respectively. A common issue in spatial modeling is to simultaneously identify σ 2 and
φ (Zhang 2004). For the exponential covariance function, we have φ  d3 , where d 
spatial range, i.e. the distance after which spatial association between pairs of sites
falls below 0.05. With a vague prior for σ 2 , we have to be informative about the
possible range of d.
Now we turn to the computational details. In the MCMC, β, σ 2 , wps01:r q were updated
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using Gibbs step, whereas for λps1:I q and φ, M-H steps need to be used. Alternatively,
λps1:I q can be updated using slice sampling. The posterior uncertainty of any λi goes
down as qi approaches 1. The acceptance rate for φ merits attention, since a rate
above 40% or so pushes the posterior mode to one end of the prior range (indicating
the need to readjust the range), while a rate

10% suggests the proposal interval is

too wide. So, tuning is needed to obtain an appropriate range for φ. Once an effective
choice is made, the data was able to identify a unimodal posterior for φ within that
range. To compute the M-H ratio for φ, one can use Sherman-Woodbury-Morrison
(S-W-M) formula (Harville 1997) to invert the I dimensional covariance matrix,
utilizing the r dimensional dependency in the spatial part. All such computational
details as well as the posterior full conditionals for model parameters are provided
in Appendix B.2.
3.5.3 Posterior Inference
As mentioned before, the two principal objectives of this data analysis are to understand the effect of environmental variables on species distribution and, more importantly, to construct maps of the potential and realized intensities over the entire
study region. Posterior samples of β help us to infer whether a particular factor
has a significant impact (positive or negative) on species intensity. The φ parameter
indicates the strength of spatial association between neighboring cells after adjusting for covariate effects. A large value of φ implies rapid decay in such association,
whereas a small value generally highlights the usefulness of a spatial random effect in
the intensity function. This association may arise because some potentially important covariates are not available or because the impact of the covariate impact is nt
well captured using a linear form. However, since Gaussian processes can capture a
wide range of dependencies, using them in a hierarchical setting enhances predictive
performance for the model.
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If out of I cells, only m cells were sampled and contributed to the model fitting then
inference for remaining I

 m cells is done from their posterior predictive distribu-

tions. The foregoing predictive process approximation yields

log λpsm

1:I

q 

ǫi



ind

xpsm

1:I

qβ

RI m,r pφqRr1 pφq wps01:r q

ǫm

1:I

φI m p0, σ 2 p1  pRI m,r pφqRr1 pφqRr,I m pφqqii qq, m

i¤I
(3.6)

So, conditional on posterior samples of β, φ and wps01:r q, we can draw samples from

the posterior predictive distribution of logλpsm

1:I

q, independent of logλps1:mq, due

to the independence among ǫ s across sites. This is computationally very efficient,
as independence also across components of λpsm

1:I

q (conditional on process param-

eters) ensures we don’t have to draw from high dimensional multivariate Gaussian
distribution, even if we want to predict the intensity surface at thousands of unsampled sites.

Posterior draws of λ1:I can be used the construct the potential intensity, whereas
those of λu,i



λi ui offer the actual intensity under land transformation, free of

sampling bias. We can also learn about the potential density g (section 3.3.1) in
this discretized setting as gi
transformation as gu,i

 λi{ °Ik1 λk ,

 λu,i{ °Ik1 λu,k .

and the corresponding density under

Summarized for the CFR application are

shown in section 3.7.

3.6 Comparison with Maxent method
Since Maxent has emerged as the current approach of choice for handling presenceonly data, we attempt performance comparison with our methodology. Due to the
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limitations in inference available under Maxent, detailed in section 3.2, we confine
ourselves to comparison within the capabilities of Maxent.

The way we propose to compare the methods is to analyze their relative performance
under misspecification of the model. Most commonly, there may exist one or more
environmental factor(s) influencing the presence intensity but either we have no prior
knowledge of its importance or we have no data on it. So our existing set of covariates excludes that factor. Under this scenario, we generate a dataset as follows and
compare the two methods in terms of model fitting and prediction.

We start with a rectangle D

 r0, 3.4s  r0, 3.4s

and, on D, we construct three

covariate surfaces x1 , x2 , x3 , rescaling all surfaces to r0, 1s. We work with the intensity
function λpsq for s P D:
log λpsq



0.5

1.6  x1 psq

2.2  x2 psq

2  x 3 ps q

We divided D into 15  15 regular grid cells and constructed within cell homogeneous intensity surface using λpq evaluated at the cell centers. We simulated a point
pattern realization with that.

For analysis, we consider all possible omission of variables, excluding the complete
and null specifications. In each case, we do two types of performance analysis using
both Maxent and our approach. First, we assume that all the cells are exhaustively

¸pg

sampled, and use the full set of points for inference. The goodness of fit can be
measured either by (i), the usual mean square error

1
152

true,i

 gest,iq2, (where

the gi ’s were defined in section 3.5.3, here the true and the estimated. ) or by (ii),
the commonly used loss function for probabilities,
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1
152

¸ pg

 gest,iq2 .
gtrue,i p1  gtrue,i q
true,i

We will

refer to these as ‘Loss 1 ’ and ‘Loss 2 ’ respectively. Then, we use a biased sampling
approach assuming a known 0{1 sampling scheme, with 75 out of 225 cells being left
unsampled and locations from those cells were not considered during model fitting.
In this case, we shall compare the performance under Loss 1 and Loss 2 only for the
prediction for unsampled cells.

Table 3.1: Comparison between Maxent and GP regression under Loss 1 and Loss
2 for models employing different subsets of variables
Variable
subset

Exhaustive sampling
Loss 1
Loss 2
GP
Maxent
GP
Maxent

Biased sampling
Loss 1
Loss 2
GP
Maxent
GP
Maxent

x1
x2
x3

2.428e-06 5.919e-06 4.756e-04 2.133e-03 7.725e-07 5.006e-06 1.489e-04 1.738e-03
2.637e-06 5.999e-06 5.214e-04 1.449e-03 1.017e-06 5.649e-06 2.233e-04 1.402e-03
2.633e-06 5.143e-06 5.395e-04 1.443e-03 1.335e-06 4.678e-06 2.902e-04 1.196e-03

x2 , x3
x1 , x3
x1 , x2

2.548e-06 4.428e-06 5.127e-04 9.389e-04 9.029e-07 4.194e-06 2.077e-04 8.904e-04
2.304e-06 2.976e-06 4.539e-04 1.041e-03 6.554e-07 2.864e-06 1.246e-04 8.678e-04
2.296e-06 3.570e-06 4.377e-04 9.480e-04 4.690e-07 3.616e-06 1.135e-04 9.990e-04

Table 3.1 summarizes the results for models employing various subsets of variables.
In all cases, we see dramatic improvement in predictive performance using our modeling approach. With Loss 1, at the least, we see a gain of 45% and in the best case
more than 85%. With Loss 2 the gains are even greater. We do relatively better
with the biased sampling setting than the exhaustive sampling case. Finally, we do
relatively better with smaller models than with larger ones.

3.7 Analyzing the CFR Data
The plant diversity in the CFR is concentrated in relatively few groups, like the
icon flowering plant family of South Africa, the Proteaceae. We consider six species
within this family. Our point pattern for each species is drawn from the Protea Atlas
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data set (Rebelo 2002). They are: Protea aurea (PRAURE) at 603 locations, Protea
cynaroides (PRCYNA) at 8172 locations, Leucadendron salignum (LDSG) at 22949
locations, Protea mundii (PRMUND) at 764 locations, Protea punctata (PRPUNC)
at 2148 locations, Protea repens (PRREPE) at 14574 locations.

In earlier work (Gelfand et al. 2005b,c) 18 environmental explanatory variables were
considered, available at minimum pixel resolution of 1 minute latitude by 1 minute
longitude. Based upon these analyses we have chosen the six most important as
covariates for our intensity function. They are: mean annual precipitation (MAP),
July (winter) minimum temperature (MIN07), January (summer) maximum temperature (MAX01), potential evapotranspiration (EVAP), summer soil moisture days
(SMDSUM), and percent of the grid cell with low fertility soil (FERT).

We have implemented the modeling in Section 3.3 on CFR presence-only data for six
different plant species over the whole CF R. For stability, we centered and scaled all
the x’s before using them in the model. The very large datasets were handled efficiently using C++ with the Intel math kernel library (http://software.intel.com/enus/intel-mkl/). The outputs presented below are created by first running 15, 000
iterations of MCMC, discarding the initial 5, 000 samples and thinning the rest at
every fifth sample. Summary output from the model fitting is presented through
the following tables and diagrams. Table 3.2 provides the posterior mean covariate
effects for all species along with the associated 95% equal tail credible intervals in
parentheses. Most of the coefficients are significantly different from 0 and also, the
direction of significance varies with species.
The posterior means for the spatial effects for all 6 species are shown in Figure 3.2.
Evidently, there is strong spatial pattern and the pattern varies with species, i.e., the
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Table 3.2: Posterior mean of covariate effects with central 95% credible interval in
parenthesis
Species
PRAURE
PRCYNA
LDSG
PRMUND
PRPUNC
PRREPE

EVAP

4.909
(-6.506,-3.057)
2.447
(-2.981,-1.859)
0.721
(0.373,1.085)
0.219
(-2.724,1.429)
2.076
(1.031,3.096)
1.690
(1.243,2.124)



MAX01
2.702
(1.574,3.678)
1.268
(0.853,1.619)
0.420
(-0.658,-0.181)
0.028
(-1.163,1.702)
1.590
(-2.290,-0.921)
1.205
(-1.498,-0.907)





MIN07

0.301
(-0.967,0.425)
1.032

(-1.314,-0.469)
0.137
(-0.011,0.295)
0.609
(-1.039,-0.055)
1.722
(-2.048,-1.409)
0.275
(-0.431,-0.110)





Protea aurea

MAP

1.222
(-1.975,-0.423)
0.833
(-1.021,-0.626)
0.376
(-0.513,-0.237)
0.199
(-1.024,0.510)
0.363
(0.082,0.662)
0.124
(-0.011,0.278)

SMDSUM
0.049
(-0.816,0.711)
0.552
(0.255,0.830)
0.488
(0.304,0.673)
1.082
(0.277,1.809)
0.535
(0.052,1.079)
0.094
(-0.112,0.320)

FERT
0.501
(0.034,0.967)
0.802
(0.642,0.957)
0.099
(0.045, 0.152)
0.507
(0.101,0.929)
0.186
(-0.014,0.381)
0.224
(0.152,0.295)
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Figure 3.2: Posterior mean spatial effects (w’s) for the six species. These effects
offer local adjustment to potential abundance beyond what is explained by the covariates.
nature of local adjustment to the regression is species dependent. Together, Figures
3.3 and 3.4 show the posterior mean intensity surfaces (potential and transformed)
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Figure 3.3: Intensity maps for (a) Protea aurea, (b) Protea cynaroides, and (c)
Leucadendron salignum, untransformed (left) and transformed (right). Values are
cellwise expected frequency for the corresponding species.
for the six species. Comparison between the transformed and potential for each
species is illuminating. Differentials of multiple orders of magnitude in expected cell
counts are seen across many grid cells. Finally, Figure 3.5 shows the transformed
and potential richness surfaces at grid cell level utilizing the six species. Admittedly,
these displays are primarily illustrative; in practice, we would investigate richness
with regard to a much larger set of species. Still, the variation and pattern in potential biodiversity across the CFR is noteworthy.
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Figure 3.4: Intensity maps for (a) Protea mundii, (b) Protea punctata, and (c)
Protea repens, untransformed (left) and transformed (right). Values are cellwise
expected frequency for the corresponding species.

3.8 Discussion
We have developed a multi-level point pattern model to explain species distribution
using presence-only data. Our fully model-based approach provides inference beyond
the capabilities of the now widely-used Maxent approach and substantially improves
upon it in terms of predictive performance. Our approach also avoids the problematic assumptions needed in converting the problem to a presence-absence analysis
using background samples.
Future work could see a dynamic investigation, possibly to assess the response in
terms of species distribution to climate change. Another possibility is to is to jointly
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Figure 3.5: Potential (left) and transformation-adjusted (right) richness distribution over CFR with respect to the 6 species.
model the intensities through multivariate Gaussian process models for the random
effects. Arguably, the most serious challenge is to study the entire ensemble of more
than 8000 species in the CFR for which we have point patterns. Evidently, it is computationally infeasible to do this at the individual level. We are exploring clustering
strategies (a data-driven taxonomy) through extensions of Dirichlet process models
and plan to report on this in a future paper.
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4
Analyzing Spatial Point Patterns Subject to
Measurement Error

4.1 Introduction
Spatial point processes (Diggle 2003) are employed to model a set of random locations within a bounded region where some particular event or set of events has been
observed to take place. These locations are represented through coordinates in, say,
D

 Rd for some d ¡ 0; d  2 provides the usual spatial setting.

Illustrative exam-

ples arise in ecology where points might denote species locations, in disease mapping
where points denote locations of disease cases, and in the development of cities where
points denote locations of building construction. See, e.g., Baddeley et al. (2005a)
and Gatrell et al. (1996) for further examples. We may be interested in learning how
incidence and prevalence for a particular species varies over the region. We may be
interested in the extent of disease spread in different parts of a region. The “null”
behaviour assumed for point patterns is complete spatial randomness, characterized
by a homogeneous Poisson process. Alternatives are often specified through a nonhomogeneous Poisson process characterized by an intensity function which is the
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approach we adopt here.

More specifically, an “intensity” surface is a natural concept for point patterns to
reflect expectation of more points in some portion of the region, fewer in others.
Models based on nonconstant intensity surfaces are called nonhomogeneous Poisson
process (NHPP). When these intensity surfaces are realizations of a stochastic process, the models are usually referred to as Cox processes. See, e.g., Cressie (1993),
Møller and Waagepetersen (2002). General model specification for intensities is usually supplied through parametric representations or as a process realization, e.g.,
from a Gaussian process. Intensities can be designed to capture specific mechanistic
behaviour. For instance, the case where points related to each other tend to stay
close and produce aggregated patterns (like offspring of the same parents) is generally addressed through cluster processes, which typically use an initial point process
model convolved with a growth function to produce the aggregating behaviour. Discussion and interesting applications can be found in, e.g., Neyman and Scott (1958)
and Faÿ et al. (2006). See section 4.1 for details.

Customarily, the point pattern literature starts with a set of locations as raw data
and fits a point process model to this set Our contribution is to consider the setting
where the observed locations are measured with error and we seek to assess the resultant effect on the object of our interest, the intensity function. Intuitively, adding
noise will “blur” the intensity surface, making detection of its features more difficult.
This problem is increasingly relevant as more and more automated map construction
systems are coming into play, generating large amounts of spatial data. The degree
of accuracy attached to such procedures influences the quality of databases generated using them. It is quite likely that, in recording locations, measurement error is
introduced. Noise that creeps into the data comes from the degree of accuracy of the
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measuring instrument as well as factors influencing detection of event occurrences
within the region such as thinning and censoring.

Measurement error is well-studied by now. Fuller (1987) explored measurement error in normal regression models in detail. Relevant work in GLMs can also be found
in Stefanski and Carroll (1987). Most of the literature in this area focuses on epidemiological studies where the exposure information is assumed to be recorded with
error. The Bayesian perspective on this problem takes the approach of relating
data, parameters, and unmeasured variables through a graphical model structure
and implementing Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to fit that model specification. Such models were investigated by, e.g., Richardson and Gilks (1993) and
Mallick and Gelfand (1995). In our setting, if for instance, data on locations of trees
are collected say, by imaging the forest from above, then the locations of trees in
the image can differ from the true locations. This might be due to the quality of
the imaging procedure, the height at which the device was placed, or other factors
such as air transparency, clouding, or congestion within the forest. Retrieving the
original set of locations may be of interest in this situation. But, as noted above,
inference about the intensity surface will be degraded and we seek to quantify the
increased uncertainty. A novel version of our problem arises in data confidentiality
situations, where location acts as an identifier for a record in a database. If we seek
to publicly release such databases then location must be perturbed by adding some
random noise. Understanding the implications of perturbation enables specification
of mechanisms that will retain essentially the same spatial structure under perturbation.

Modeling point patterns using intensities requires restriction to a bounded subset
of the plane. As a result, such measurement noise can push locations in and out of
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the study domain. Thus we are not only observing a noisy version of the original
realization, but it is also possible that we are missing some of the true events and
also observing some which are not truly in the study region. For patterns having
high event aggregation near the boundary of the region, this problem can be quite
significant. In Sections 3, 4 and 5 we show different illustrative examples. Expressed
in different words, in our setting, measurement error results in a form of censoring
to yield the actual dataset Modeling of censored data is common in the survival
analysis literature where one observes the event exactly only if it occurs in a certain
time interval. Relevant literature can be found in Breslow (1974), Cox and Oakes
(1984), Sinha and Dey (1997), Kalbfleisch (1978). Below, similarities and differences
are pursued further.

There is a small previous literature on degraded point patterns. That is, points
within the study region may be contaminated with points not belonging to the true
pattern, points may be lost, and points may be subject to displacement. A general description is that the observed pattern is a random transformation of the true
pattern. For instance, Diggle (1993) viewed the transformation as a conditionally
independent random deformation of the true pattern and examined its effect on the
familiar K function which is used to capture the expected number of points within
a given distance of a given point (Ripley 1977). Intensity estimation from a dataset
that is incompletely geocoded can be found in Zimmerman (2008). We look at the
problem as a two-stage specification - model the true pattern and given the true
pattern, model the random transformation. Work in this spirit appears in Lund
and Rudemo (2000) and Lund et al. (1999). There, the distinction is made between
inferring about the properties of the true point pattern and reconstructing the true
point pattern. In particular, Lund and Rudemo (2000) formulate the problem as one
of maximum likelihood estimation. They assume that both the true and observed
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patterns are available. Under a conditional likelihood that incorporates thinning,
displacement, censoring, and superposition, and is induced under a cluster process
for the true pattern, they obtain maximum likelihood estimates (MLE’s) of the noise
model parameters (using likelihood approximations). See, also, Baddeley and Van
Lieshout (1993, sec. 5) in this regard. On the other hand, Lund et al. (1999), using
a similar degradation model, assume that the true pattern is unknown but that the
model parameters are known (say, through training data) and infer about the true
pattern. A Gibbs point process with a pairwise interaction function provides the
prior for the true pattern.

Within the fully hierarchical framework we adopt, there is no need to separate the
point process parameter estimation and pattern reconstruction problems. Both can
be addressed through suitable posterior inference and we show how this can be done
for fairly general Cox processes. We can infer about uncertainty ( which is not available in the MLE approach ) and the only prior knowledge we assume relates to the
extent of measurement error. We consider two scenarios. First, we assume that
events can only occur inside D so a shift of a location due to noise can only throw
a point from D to Dc . But, since no event is allowed to take place outside D, each
of the noisy locations observed corresponds to some true location in D. What we
are assuming is that there will not be any intrusion of points from Dc to D. This
requires that D is reasonably well ’isolated’ from other possible areas where the event
is expected to be observed. Events in those areas have no impact on our experiment
within D. We term this setting an “island” model; Section 3 is devoted to formal
development. We employ an intensity surface which is a scaled mixture model where
the scale parameter captures the expected number of points in D. Then, we remove
this restriction by assuming that our region of interest is actually a subset of a bigger
region of possible event findings (e.g., mapping tree locations in a specific part of a
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forest). Now events outside can also enter D because of noise; we refer to this case
as a “subregion” model and address it in section 4. We note that the island model
is less useful in practice than the subregion model but is inferentially much easier.
The subregion model presents a more difficult problem since it is unclear what the
“full” region should be as well as how to characterize the intensity outside of the
subregion. Here, we employ an intensity surface that is driven by a Poisson cluster
process model, in fact a Neymann-Scott process. In Lund and Rudemo (2000) and in
Lund et al. (1999) this issue is avoided through the use of an artificial superposition
intensity (in fact, a known constant intensity) which simply adds random locations
in D.

We consider measurement error in additive form. It is evident that measurement
error will tend to result in a more scattered point pattern for the observed data than
for the true pattern and this will become even more so with increasing uncertainty in
the measurement error process. Again, the impact of noise on event locations is that
it can take points within the region to outside and vice versa. Thus, the observed
number of points within the study region, particularly near its boundary can be quite
different from that in the true pattern and the extent of difference will depend on
the magnitude of the variability of the measurement error. For a bounded study
domain D and a true location x, we assume the recorded location y

x

ǫ, where

ǫ is the measurement error. There may be other noise mechanisms like false detections and{or random missingness but our discussion is limited to such displacement
mechanisms. Also, as noted in Lund et al. (1999), we can introduce a systematic
displacement u, writing y
D, y

u

x

ǫ, if appropriate.) Hence, we can have (i) x

P D, (ii) x P D, y P Dc or (iii) x P Dc, y P D.

P

We propose the usual measurement error model (MEM) specification, i.e., an error
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model of the form f py |x, θq. The Berkson error model works with the form f px|y, θq.
The latter is computationally attractive to work with because, by conditioning on observed y’s, we have fixed locations to insert into a spatial correlation function, hence
into the associated covariance matrix. With the MEM we would have unknown
locations in this matrix. Since the inverse of this matrix appears in the Gaussian
likelihood, computation becomes very challenging. For this reason, Barber et al.
(2006) have used the Berkson model in constructing maps for feature locations. But,
for us, x is viewed as latent, a member of a point pattern whose intensity we seek to
infer about. So, the MEM is required for our hierarchical specification and our main
concern turns to how to specify a classical measurement error model which enables
feasible computation and produces sensible results. Barber et al. (2006) discuss the
relative features of these two approaches. Another discussion on comparison of these
two specifications, in the context of assessing radon exposure, can be found in Heid
et al. (2004).

The dataset is viewed as arising from a point process model along with a measurement error model. So, the observational data by itself will be unable to separate
the uncertainty in these two components. We need an informative prior for the uncertainty in at least one of them. This issue is of separating modeling error from
measurement error is common to measurement error modeling in general. The degree
of accuracy/uncertainty of a measuring instrument and its variation in performance
across different conditions can sometimes be obtained from the manufacturer. In
cases such as animal counts in conservation related studies, we may have some prior
knowledge about the average range of movement for an animal around its habitat.
More generally, Richardson (1995) talks about different sources for obtaining additional information about the measurement error process. One way is repeated
measurement, not an option in our setting. Another approach - the inclusion of a
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validation group or a training dataset - can be of help here. Use of training datasets
is familiar in the statistical literature, e.g. Helmers and Bunke (2003). We may run
a controlled experiment where we have both true and observed locations using the
same measurement procedure. With an appropriate (perhaps spatial) model we can
learn about measurement error variability.

We assume conditionally independent homogeneous displacements in the MEM scenario as employed in Diggle (1993), i.e., Ω, the covariance matrix for ǫ, is constant
across x. Of course, marginally, the y’s are spatially dependent. In some contexts we
might imagine that the error variability has spatial structure. That is, points closer
to each other are exposed to similar levels of factors that affect location accuracy,
so the extent of shift from the true values are also expected to be similar. Also, the
variability of noise induced at location x can be influenced by factors present there.
Thus, the homogeneous covariance Ω would be replaced with a Ωpzpxqq for some
covariate vector, zpxq. For example in the case of imaging, the elevation and slope
at a particular location may affect how much error we are likely to make in capturing that location. However, since the x’s are unknown, such specification produces
a complicated posterior full conditional for x and, in our experience, overall model
fitting is unstable.

Finally, in most cases studied in the MEM literature, we have a set of observations
{Y} generated by mixing some noise distribution with an actual set of underlying
observations {X} and the job is to learn about the distribution of X from the data
Y . We have identified pX, Y q pairs. In our setting, the number of X’s differs from
the number of Y ’s and we have no pairing. This issue is formalized in Lund and
Rudemo (2000) and in Lund et al. (1999) through the introduction of a matching s
which matches displaced y’s with associated x’s. s is unknown but marginalization
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requires summing over a very large number of possible s’s. Instead, Lund et al.
(1999) retain s as a latent variable, employing a demanding reversible jump MCMC
to sample it. In both our island model and our subregion model, we are able to
circumvent this issue, as we clarify below.

The format of the paper is as follows. Section 2 develops nonhomogeneous Poisson process model for unobserved points. Section 3 deals with development of the
Bayesian modeling of noisy locations, prior specification, posterior computation and
inferences in the case of island types of datasets. Two illustrative simulated examples
are given. Section 4 generalizes the earlier methodology to the case of a subregion
model, again with an example. Section 5 presents application of the methodology to
a couple of ecological datasets. Section 6 highlights some of the possible directions
of extending our work in terms of modeling and computation.

4.2 Intensity function modeling
To model the set of true locations inside a bounded domain D

P

R2 , we use a

spatial nonhomogeneous Poisson process, NHPP (Van Lieshout 2000) with intensity
λ:D

Ñ

R

Y

{0}, i.e. we are making two basic assumptions about distribution of

points in D.
(i) Given any Borel set B



D, number of locations inside B, N pB q  P oip

(ii) If B1 , B2 , ..., Bk are disjoint Borel subsets of D for any k

P

³
B

λpsqdsq

N, then N pB1 q, N pB2 q, .

.., N pBk q are independent.

We need λpq to be a Borel measure, and

³
D

λpxq dx

8

. In the subsequent analysis,

we will work with simple point processes, i.e., processes that don’t allow multiple
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replications of the same location.

To specify the likelihood associated with a realization {s1 , s2 , ..., sn ; n

P

NY{0},si

P

D}, we use the fact that, conditional on number of events in D, locations inside D
are independent draws from λpq, normalized to a density over D. Thus we have,
Lpλpsq, s P D|n; s1 , s2 , ..., sn q

9

³
e D λpsq ds

±

n
i 1

 λps i q
n!

(4.1)

We now focus on modeling the intensity function λpq on D. From the conditional
independence property stated above, the NHPP can be thought as a two stage process, first determining the count and then conditional on the count, generating that
number of points from a density over D. Consistent with that, we employ a specification that proposes a density surface over D and elevates the surface to the level
of the expected actual count. That is, we model λpsq



λf psq , s

P

D as proposed

in Kottas and Sansó (2007). This separable λf formulation is easy to interpret;
separate parameters take care of the elevation and the orientation of the surface,
respectively. Here λ controls the expected number while f is a density which integrates to 1 over D and determines how they should be located. In different words,
λpq provides absolute intensity while f pq provides relative intensity.

Flexibility in the choice of f allows for a wide range of specifications. Mixture models provide a path. We can provide mixture distributions with a fixed number of
components or an unknown, say random number of components. In the same spirit,
one can consider a nonparametric choice using Dirichlet process, as in Kottas and
Sansó (2007) or Ji et al. (2009). In the sequel, we choose f as Gaussian mixture
distribution restricted to D with fixed number of components, anticipating model
comparison across various choices for the number of components.
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4.3 The Island Model
Under the island model we assume our study region D contains the support of the
true point process i.e. Ppx

P Dcq = 0 for any event location x.
only have (i) x P D, y P D, (ii)x P D, y P Dc .

So now we we can

4.3.1 Model Specification
Again, in a bounded region D  R2 , we assume n observed event locations py1 , y2 , ..., yn q,
which are a noisy version of a set of m actual locations px1 , x2 , ..., xm q representing

the complete realization of the point pattern in D. So, m is unknown but m ¥ n and,

when we recorded our observation, pm  nq of these locations fell outside of D. For
x

P D we adopt the Gaussian noise distribution suggested in Section 1.

Also, con-

ditional on the true location x, y is independent of every other location. Relabeling
the x1 s so that, for i  1, 2, ..., n, xi is the true location corresponding to yi with the

last pmnq x1 s corresponding to y locations outside D, we obtain the following model:


π px1 , x2 , ..., xm q 
yi

λpx q

ind



φ2 p; xi , Ωq, i  1, 2, ..., n
N HP P pλp.qq
λfD pxq  λ

¸q φ
K



k 2,D

px|µk , Σk q

(4.2)

k 1

where φ2,D denotes the restriction of the bivariate normal density to D and qk are
the mixing weights. We refer to (4.2) as the Island measurement error model.

In all subsequent analysis, we work with fairly vague priors: diffused bivariate normals for µ’s, inverse Wishart with small degrees of freedom for Σ’s, Dirichlet with
uniform cell weights for q, and a flat prior on R for λ. However since point patterns
such as species distribution do not change rapidly over time, one might propose to
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use past records to construct the prior. But, as we show in next few examples, if
the past data was inclusive of measurement error, using a moderate or strong prior
centered around that information can lead to posterior inference quite different from
the truth. However, under the λf intensity formulation and a mixture such as f , past
data or external information may be useful with regard to the number of mixture
components.

4.3.2 Computational Details
Since our primary inference objective is to estimate the intensity surface, posteriors
for tq1:k u, tµ1:k u, tΣ1:k u and λ are sought. Note that the intensity surface involves
a Gaussian probability density function (pdf) which has to be truncated within D.
We start with the likelihood computation. It has two parts, one from the observed
locations py1 , y2 , ..., yn q (say L1 ), the other from the unobserved y 1 s known to be in Dc
(say L2 ). Upon associating the xi ’s with yi ’s, the likelihood takes the form L  L1 L2

 ±ni1 φ2pyi|xi, Ωq and
1 Φ̄2 pD; xi , Ωq, with Φ̄2 pA; a, B q  P px R A|x  N pa, B qq

(as in Lund and Rudemo 2000; Lund et al. 1999) where L1
L2

 ±min

In writing the NHPP prior we assume that the first n of the x1 s are identified with the
observed y 1 s. In fact, there are pmm!
nq! possible matchings which have been collapsed
into a single case. So, the prior density is, in fact,

π px1:n , xn

q  pm  n q! λ
m!

1:m

¹f
m

m



i 1

D

λ

pxiq em!

(4.3)

In the sequel we assume Ω for the measurement error process is known, obtained in
some fashion following the discussion in Section 1, and is suppressed in our notation.
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Hence, the full posterior for the model parameters becomes

π pm, x1:m , λ, µ1:K , Σ1:K , q1:k | y1:n q

9



¹
m λ λm ¹
φ2 pyi | xi q
fD pxi |µ1:K , Σ1:K , q1:K q
e
n
m! i1
i1



n

m

m
¹



Φ̄2 pD | xi qπ pλ, µ1:K , Σ1:k , q1:K q

(4.4)

i n 1

We implement a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to fit the model and
sample from the posterior full conditionals in the following sequence: (i) λ, µ1:k , Σ1:k , q1:k

|x1:m, m and (ii) x1:m, m|λ, µ1:k , Σ1:k , q1:k via m|λ, µ1:K , Σ1:K , q1:K followed by x1:m|m, λ,
µ1:K , Σ1:K , q1:K .

With fD as in (2), the full conditional for µ1:K , Σ1:K , q1:K becomes

±m °K
qj φ2 pxi |µj , Σj q
π pµ , Σ , q q(4.5)
π pµ1:K , Σ1:K , q1:K |m, x1:m q 9
°iK1 j1
p j1 qj Φ2pD|µj , Σj qqm 1:K 1:K 1:K
In the absence of truncation, this is routinely sampled using augmentation with latent
mixture component indicator variables (Diebolt and Robert 1994). For a truncated
Gaussian distribution, the posterior is non-standard; we use a nontruncated version
of the distribution as proposal for the Metropolis step. One of the issues in the data
augmentation method is the exchangeability of components or label switching. To
identify each pµk , Σk , qk q, one needs to put an order constraint on the set of parameters that can efficiently distinguish each component. For example, putting an order
restriction on the component weights can work well only if no pair of components
have weights close to each other. One can choose scalar functions of component
1
parameters say, ||µi || or µTi Σ
i µi , which are most likely to be distinct for different
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components except in very pathological examples. For the applications done in this
chapter, where component weights were similar, we arranged by first component of
the mean. See Stephens (2000b) for a review of this problem as well as techniques
for handling it.
The full conditional distribution for m can be simplified by integrating out the x1 s
yielding
π pm|λ, µ1:K , Σ1:K , q1:K , y1:n q

9

m »
¹



i n 1

9

»

i.e., m is distributed as n

D

D

Φ̄2 pD; xi , ΣqfD pxi qdxi

Φ̄2 pD; x, ΣqfD pxqdx
v where v





m n

P oipλ

³
D



m λm
n m!

λmn
pm  n q!

(4.6)

Φ̄2 pD; x, ΣqfD pxqdxq.

This

matches our intuition since λ is the expected number of observations in D and

³

D

Φ̄2 pD; x, ΣqfD pxqdx is the probability that a random location from this point pro-

cess will be thrown outside of D because of noise.

For x1 , ..., xn , the full conditionals turn out to be Gaussian. For xn 1 , xn 2 , ..., xm ,
the full conditional consists of contributions from f and Φ̄2 . We generate samples
from f and employ the accept-reject method with Φ̄2 .

Next, we attempt to provide insight to clarify that, with informative knowledge of
the measurement error uncertainty, we can expect good behaviour in the estimation
of the point process intensity. We investigate analytically, whether we can expect
to retrieve the true number of observations m or corresponding parameter λ from
the Gibbs sampler. Suppose we use a starting value of m0 = n in our MCMC. At
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each iteration we are simulating m from a shifted Poisson distribution with mean
parameter λp1  pq and shift n, where p =

³
D

Φ2 pD; x, ΣqfD pxqdx. Notice that p does

not depend on either m or λ; it depends only on the parameters of f and Σ. Under
a noninformative prior for λ, at each stage, λ is updated from a Gammapm

1, 1q

distribution. Then, iteratively,

E pmt |y, mt1 , pt1 q



n

pmt1

1qp1  pt1 q

So E pmt  mt1 |y, mt1 , pt1 q  n

p1  pt1q mt1pt1. Thus E pmt  mt1|y, mt1,
pt1 q ¥ 0 if and only if n + p1  pt1 q ¥ mt1 pt1 which we can rewrite as mt1 ¤
n
+ p1p p q . Also, E pn|λ, pq = λp, so E( np |λ, p) = λ. Thus, if the pt sequence is
p
t 1

t 1

t 1

well-behaved then we can expect

n
pt1

to be close to λ and thus, to learn about m.

This suggests that mt is expected to increase from its starting value but eventually
we expect mt to behave well since E pmt |λ, pq will converge to λ + 1p p .

4.3.3 Examples
We consider two simulation examples to illustrate our methodology. In the first case,
we generate data from an intensity surface with f as a bivariate normal distribution
(not a mixture) with parameter values given in Table 1. Our observation window is
a unit square in R2 , [0,1][0,1] so f is normalized to this square and the expected
number of points is 200. We simulate the x’s and then add a Gaussian zero-mean
noise with dispersion

0.036 0.002
0.002 0.021



to obtain the y’s. Initially there were 197 points

in the window, but, with the addition of noise, only 180 were left, so we have lost
about 8% of the points. (The expected fraction of points lost can be calculated using
the intensity and error parameters. It turns out to be 8.34%.) Figure 4.1 shows the
original and perturbed point patterns. One can clearly see the increased spread in
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the perturbed pattern.

Figure 4.1: Original (left) and Perturbed (right) point patterns

Again, the inference goal is to learn about m, λ, and f , and to display the estimated
intensity with associated uncertainty. We also offer a comparison, fitting the island
model and fitting a NHPP model assuming there is no measurement error. Table
1 and Figure 4.2 show the comparison between the two models (parameters that
noticeably differ are in bold). As expected, the Island model substantially improves
over the NHPP model; also, it is able to retrieve the model parameters which generated the actual point pattern. Plots of the actual intensity along with the estimated
intensity using the Island model and the NHPP model reveal the benefits of the
Island model.

In particular, the posterior center for µp1q is farther from the true value than that
for µp2q. This illustrates the fact that the original sample lost more points in the
horizontal direction than in the vertical one. For Σp1, 1q and Σp2, 2q in the NHPP
analysis the 95% posterior intervals are far from the true value. The increased uncertainty in the parameter inference under the Island model is expected due to the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2: Model Analysis : (a) actual intensity surface, (b) its estimate based on
noiseless NHPP, (c) posterior intensity estimate from Island model, (d) uncertainty
of estimated intensity
added uncertainty associated with the observed locations.
Next, we take f to be a 2-component normal mixture distribution (see Table 2 )
within the unit square and contaminate it with Gaussian noise having dispersion
matrix as

0.023 0.002
0.002 0.019



similar to the previous example. Now, there were 199 points

initially in the window, but after noise addition only 177 are left, roughly 11% loss
of the points. (The expected fraction of points lost can again be calculated using
the intensity and error parameters. It turns out to be 10.48%.) From Figure 4.3,
apart from the increased spread in the noisy pattern, the bimodality of the intensity
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pq

pq

µ 1

Parameters
True Values

p q

µ 2

p q

Σ 1, 1

Σ 1, 2

0.0007

0.64

0.61

0.016

0.6366
0.5969, 0.6730

0.6085
0.5798, 0.6393

0.0165
0.0087, 0.0263

λ

0.020

200

0.0148
0.0060, 0.0228

199.3371
168.2863, 233.7119

Island Model
Estimates

p

Noiseless NHPP
Estimates

p0.5786, 0.6368q p0.5735, 0.6237q p0.0343, 0.0524q p0.0047, 0.0063q p0.0257, 0.0384q p155.4500, 208.2373q

0.6073

qp

0.5985

qp

0.0422

0.0002
0.0069, 0.0062

p q

Σ 2, 2

q p

0.0005

qp

0.0313

qp

q

181.0947

Table 4.1: Comparison of models with and without measurement error in case of
bivariate Gaussian intensity. Point estimates are given with 95% equal tail interval
estimates in parentheses.

Figure 4.3: Original (left) and Perturbed (right) point patterns
essentially disappears. Similar to Example 1, we fit the island model as well as the
noiseless NHPP. Included in Table 2 is the comparison between the models while
Figure 4.4 provides comparison of the estimated intensities. Again, we see the benefit of the measurement error model. As expected, estimation of the Σ’s along with q
and λ was severely affected by the noise. The effect on the µ’s is noteworthy. Fitting
a mixture model directly to that data likely caused the µ’s to shift a bit to adjust for
the overlap. Also in panels (c) and (d), the spatial pattern for the posterior uncertainty follows that of the posterior mean. This is intuitively sensible since, for any
areal unit the count of points follows a Poisson distribution where the mean equals
the variance. In Table 2 we can see the 95% credible interval for µ1 p1q produced by
the noiseless NHPP excludes the true value (again parameters that noticeably differ
are in bold).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Model Analysis : (a) actual intensity surface, (b) its estimate based on
noiseless NHPP, (c) posterior intensity estimate from Island model, (d) uncertainty
of estimated intensity

4.4 The Subregion Model
Here, we allow the possibility that all three errors are potentially present in our data,
i.e., shift within D and displacement to and from D.
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pq

True Values
Island Model
Estimates

pq

µ1 1

Parameters

Island Model
Estimates

µ2 2

q

λ

0.64

0.61

0.25

0.14

0.71

200

0.5965
0.5656, 0.6291

0.2454
0.1713, 0.3243

0.1575
0.0889, 0.2292

0.7238
0.6138, 0.8140

200.7096
168.4630, 238.9672

p
p

True Values

pq

µ2 1

0.6291
0.5855, 0.6689

q p

Noiseless NHPP
0.6053
Estimates
0.5697, 0.6389
Parameters

pq

µ1 2

q p

qp

q p

q p

0.5821

0.2546

0.1694

0.8150

177.7389

0.016

0.0007

0.018

0.007

0.0005

0.002

0.0153

0.0003

0.0116

0.0105

0.0004

0.0037

q

q p0.5524, 0.6123q p0.2002, 0.3069q p0.1282, 0.2125q p0.7461, 0.8771q p152.5286, 204.9620q
Σ1 p1, 1q
Σ1 p1, 2q
Σ1 p2, 2q
Σ2 p1, 1q
Σ2 p1, 2q
Σ2 p2, 2q

p0.0068, 0.0275q p0.0060, 0.0081q p0.0040, 0.0206q p0.0038, 0.0176q p0.0050, 0.0072q p0.0015, 0.0060q
Noiseless NHPP
0.0339
0.0037
0.0271
0.0175
0.0033
0.0096
Estimates
p0.0263, 0.0432q p0.0019, 0.0098q p0.0207, 0.0352q p0.0091, 0.0306q p0.0093, 0.0017q p0.0051, 0.0172q

Table 4.2: Comparison of models with and without measurement error in case of
bivariate Gaussian mixture intensity. Again, point estimates with 95% interval estimates in parentheses.
4.4.1 Model Specification
Our formulation of this problem envisions a larger region D̄

D, such that if a point

falls outside D̄, then the probability is negligible that the noise can bring it inside D.
With our assumed knowledge about the noise dispersion, this can be done, for example by enclosing D in an ellipse of the form D̄ = {y

P R2 : py  xqT Σpxq1py  xq ¤ c}

or alternatively employing a big enough rectangle so that in either case, the chance
that the noise can take a point inside D outside of that rectangle is sufficiently small.
Given D̄, we need to model the intensity surface on it. Our objective is to estimate
the point process intensity only within D and we are introducing D̄ only as an artifice; with no observations in D̄  D our prior assumption will drive the intensity
over it. Still, the intensity surface needs to be defined on the whole of D̄, not just
D. Below, we propose a plausible specification, recognizing that the effects of this
specification are confounded with the effects of the noise process.
Conditional on n and fD̄ , the expected number of actual points is
³

n³



fD̄ pxqdx
Φ̄ pD; x, ΩqfD̄ pxqdx
D̄ 2
D

³
D

n³
D

Φ̄2 pD; x, ΩqfD̄ pxqdx
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fD̄ pxqdx
³

 Φ̄2 pD; x, ΩqfD̄ pxqdx

D̄ D

(4.7)

If the second integral in the denominator on the right side of (7) is not small, then it
can have a consequential effect on our inference. To deal with this problem, we adopt
a version of a Neyman-Scott cluster process over all of D̄ with the restriction that
the cluster centers are in D. Evidently, this allows true locations to be in D̄  D. In
fact, as we now argue, apart from this restriction, this process model is essentially
that of our island model.
Recall that a Neyman-Scott cluster process model (Neyman and Scott 1958; Stoyan
1992) over D is built in 3 stages

p1q Generate K  P oipλq and pµ1, µ2, ...µk q i.i.d  U nif pDq
p2q Conditional on K, generate N1, N2, ..., NK i.i.d  g
p3q Conditional on N1, N2, ..., NK , draw x1, x2, ..., xN i.i.d  hpx; µi, Σp0qq for 1 ¤
i¤K
i

A closer look at these steps reveals that, conditional on step p1q, we can rewrite steps

p2q & p3q as,
p2, 3q1 Conditional on K, pµ1, µ2, ...µK q, generate N  gK and generate x1, x2, ..., xN
° 1 hpx; µ , Σp0qq,
i.i.d  K
i
i1 K

(where gK is the distribution of sum of K i.i.d. variates from g and is easy to
obtain when g is a member of the exponential family). This remark connects us
to the earlier λf formulation for the intensity surface, with λ being the parameter
for gK and f being the Gaussian mixture, now with a common dispersion structure
and equal weights across components. Presuming there are clusters well within the
region which have not suffered loss of points because of the noise, we can expect to
learn about the common Σ and, hence, learn about clusters close to the boundary
which are more affected with regard to loss of points by the noise. Interpreting a
Neyman-Scott process through mixtures, it emerges that the only difference between
our modeling here and that of the previous section is that, there, K was fixed rather
than random. In fact, to simplify model fitting, here, we take K as fixed below,
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suggesting the same guidance regarding choice as we did above.
4.4.2 Computational Details
As before, assume we observe a set of n points y1 , y2 , ..., yn within D. Actually, there
were mD̄ points (x1 , x2 , ..., xmD̄ ) within D̄, out of which mD fell in D. By construction of D̄, noise displacement can not take a point in D to D̄c and vice versa. Unlike
before, n can be greater or less than mD , depending on the extent of shift of locations
from D to D̄  D and the vice versa. In particular, conceptually, we can imagine b

true locations in D that have been displaced to D̄  D and c locations in D̄  D that

¤ b ¤ minpmD , mD̄  nq
and 0 ¤ c ¤ minpmD̄  mD , nq. The net change to D is c  b, to D̄  D is b  c.
Equivalently, n  mD c  b and mD̄  n  mD̄  pmD c  bq. Note that we
do not need to identify c  b or mD . We simply need to connect n of the true x’s
with observed y’s and mD̄  n of the x’s with unobserved y’s. So, as with the Island

have been displaced to D with implicit constraints that 0

model, we can again write the likelihood as product of these two pieces of information,

L
L1




L1 L2

¹
n



φ2 pyi |xi , Ω, β q

¹

i 1

L2



mD̄

Φ̄2 pD; xi , Ω, β q



i n 1

(4.8)
Notice that the x corresponding to an observed y may come from any part of D̄, so
it is again clear that we need to assign a prior intensity surface on the entire D̄. As
with the Island model, label the x1 s, so that the first n of them correspond to y 1 s in
the same order. Assigning a prior λD̄ psq

 λfD̄ psq on all of D̄, will render the full
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conditional distributions,
φ2 pyi |xi , Ω, β qfD̄ pxi q, i  1, 2, ..., n

π pxi |...q

9
π pxi |...q 9

Φ̄2 pD; xi , Ω, β qfD̄ pxi q, i  n

1, n

2, ..., mD̄
(4.9)

Thus, for an observed point, the position of x is governed by both the prior intensity
and a centering around the observed position. Any y falling well within D generates
a posterior for x that has little mass outside of D so x is most likely to be simulated
inside D. On the other hand, for a y close to the boundary with regard to measurement error, there will be a considerable chance for that x to be simulated from D̄  D,
and thus to be identified as an intruding point. Conversely, for x corresponding to a
missing point y, Φ2 pD; x, Ω, β q puts higher weight on the fact that x was either close
to boundary of D or was a point outside of D. The relative chances depend on fD̄ .
Estimation of the µ’s and Σ’s can again be done using data augmentation. With
equal component weights, ordering the first element of the component means identifies the components. Noteworthy is the posterior full conditional for mD̄ ,
π pmD̄ |λ, µ1:k , Σp0q , y1:n q

9

»
m
¹
D̄



i n 1

9

»

D̄

D̄

Φ2 pD̄  D; xi , ΣqfD̄ pxi qdxi

Φ2 pD̄  D; x, ΣqfD̄ pxqdx



λmD̄
pmD̄  nq! mD̄ !

mD̄ n

mD̄ !

λmD̄ n
pmD̄  nq!

(4.10)

The only change from (4.6) is that when we integrate out the x1 s, it has to be over D̄.
Thus, pmD̄  nq is to be sampled from P oipλ

³

D̄

Φ2 pD̄  D; x, ΣqfD̄ pxqdxq, this being

the expected number of observations from D̄ that are displaced outside D by the
noise. The quantity of principal interest to us is mD or its expectation λ

³

D

fD̄ pxqdx,

the expected number of observations within D. The posterior distribution of the
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former can be estimated by obtaining mD at each step of the MCMC run from the
simulated set of x s. The latter can be obtained either by averaging these posterior
1

samples or by inserting posterior estimates of the intensity parameters in the expression for the expectation.

4.4.3 An Example
As an example, suppose the actual domain of the locations is D̄

 p0, 2.5q  p0, 2.5q.

However, our interest is to explain the event occurrences within the lower left subregion D

 p0, 2q  p0, 2q. Following the above, we take f to be a 3-component normal

mixture (Table 3 ) with uniform weights and common dispersion matrix across all
components. Then we add to it Gaussian noise having covariance matrix

0.016 0
0 0.007



In our generated sample (Figure 4.5) there were 991 points in the bigger window
out of which 867 fell into the domain of observation, around 87.49%. (The expected
fraction of points in D can again be calculated using the intensity and error parameters. It turns out to be 87.94%.) After noise addition, points moved in and out of
D yielding 845 observed points.

Figure 4.5: Original locations in whole domain (left) and subregion (center ), Perturbed locations inside subregion (right)

As before we fitted the subregion model as well as a NHPP without noise to the observed dataset and we compare their performance in Table 3 and Figure 4.6. (again,
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parameters that noticeable differ are in bold). As in Figure 4.2 and 4.4, the noisefree analysis shown in Figure 4.2 produced an intensity surface with larger spread
around the modes. Due to loss of points in the x- direction, estimation of µ2 p1q was
most affected. In the case of the noiseless NHPP, its 95% posterior credible interval
substantially misses the true value. Also λD , the expected frequency of points within
D was affected by the noise addition. The NHPP analysis estimates it to be close to
the observed number of records. The subregion model accounts for the loss and gain
of points and yields an estimate which, though a bit different from the actual value,
is much closer to it compared to the NHPP estimate. Ongoing experimentation with
the subregion model will enable us to better assess its performance.
p qp q

pq

µ 1 1

Parameters
True Values

p

µ1 2

µ2 1

q

pq

µ2 2

0.60

1.40

1.95

0.45

870.60

0.6156
0.5948, 0.6362

1.3933
1.3778, 1.4099

1.9371
1.9014, 1.9690

0.4494
0.4304, 0.4697

857.9236
831.4508, 884.0664

Subregion Model
Estimates

p

Noiseless NHPP
Estimates

p0.5959, 0.6355q p1.3766, 1.4094q p1.8046, 1.8534q
µ3 p1q
µ3 p2q
Σp1, 1q

Parameters
True Values

λD

q p

q p

q

p

q

p

q

0.6158

1.3927

1.8285

p0.4279, 0.4631q
Σp1, 2q

0.4459

p789.1823, 905.1914q
Σp2, 2q

0.68

0.86

0.020

0.0007

0.011

0.6527

0.8717

0.0202

0.0012

p0.0086, 0.0121q

0.6531

0.8712

0.0323

0.0013

p0.0153, 0.0189q

Subregion Model
Estimates

p0.6230, 0.6824q p0.8557, 0.8875q p0.0168, 0.0238q p0.0007, 0.0034q

Noiseless NHPP
Estimates

p0.6238, 0.6837q p0.8550, 0.8868q p0.0292, 0.0355q p0.0006, 0.0032q

845.5023

0.0102

0.0170

Table 4.3: Comparison of models with and without measurement error in case of 3
component subregion model

4.5 An Ecological Data Application
A long-standing issue in the ecological literature is to learn about the distribution of
various species of interest within a particular geographic region. See, e.g., Rosenzweig
(1995) and Gaston (2003). In many settings the raw data consist of recorded locations over the region where the species was observed. Data are collected on presence
locations for several of these plant species with the goal of using environmental and
soil type factors to explain the observed pattern of locations for each species. The
locations of presence are recorded using a global positioning system (GPS) and/or
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: Model Analysis : (a) actual intensity surface, (b) its estimate based
on noiseless NHPP, (c) posterior intensity estimate from Subregion model, (d) uncertainty of estimated intensity
topographical maps, both of which are subject to roughly known degrees of measurement error (the latter even more than the former). Often the point level data are
gridded to cell counts in order to model them with covariate information; the cells
are determined by the areal resolution at which this information is available. One
such modeling example can be found in Gelfand et al. (2005b). Hence inaccuracy in
recording exact locations can result in a grid level presence summary different from
the truth.
Here we use the CFR data with two species, Mimetes hirtus (MIHIRT ) and Protea
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cryophila (PRCYRO) in order to explore sensitivity of their abundance patterns with
respect to different degrees of assumed noise variability. For MIHIRT, we looked at
its observed presence pattern within a rectangular subregion D1 = r18.35, 19.05s 

r34.36, 34.21s and for PRCYRO, D2 = r19.145, 19.195s  r32.512, 32.357s.

In

both cases these regions are defined in terms of degrees of latitude and longitude.
The resulting patterns consist of 131 and 51 locations respectively as displayed in
Figure 4.7. We work with the point patterns directly, avoiding gridding.

Figure 4.7: Observed locations for (left) MIHIRT within D1 and (right) PRCYRO
within D2
These two species are not prevalent over the CFR; they have small and disjoint ranges
and the illustrative subregions offer proposed envelopes for each species. We further
assume that these envelops provide hard boundaries for the respective species distributions and that we have only sampled within these envelopes. Hence, we adopt the
island model to handle measurement error in the presence pattern within Di , i  1, 2.
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In what follows we analyze how the difference between the estimated true abundance
and the observed pattern changes with change in noise variability. Along with noise
free analysis, measurement error was tried with a scale matrix σe2 I2 at three different
levels of σe

 0.005, 0.010, 0.020.

At the scale of these regions, these correspond to

error ranges (3σe ) of roughly 27, 54 and 108 meters in any direction from the true
location. These levels are plausible for a field experiment as the first one corresponds
to standard GPS accuracy and the latter two are appropriate for topographical methods where shift may even be well above 100 meters. Each dataset was fitted with a
two component bivariate normal mixture as suggested from the observed locations.
We provide the posterior estimates of the intensity surfaces under different σe in
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 with parameter summaries for all the models in Table 4.

Figure 4.8: (clockwise from left) Change in estimated MIHIRT intensity surfaces
with increasing σe  p0, 0.005, 0.010, 0.020q
From the figures, higher noise variability produces a tighter estimate of the true
intensity surface. This is sensible, because precision for the true surface increases
when we back out more noise. Table 4 shows that, with increasing σe , interval widths
for the intensity parameters are also increasing, which is reasonable to expect. The
changes in parameter estimates for varying σe are on the order of 103 or less. At the
resolution of minute-by-minute grid cells ( 1.5 km  1.8 km over the study region)
usually used to model this kind of data (Gelfand et al. 2005b), this can imply errors of 50 to 100 meters. Table 4 reveals differences in sensitivity of species intensity
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Figure 4.9: (clockwise from left) Change in estimated PRCYRO intensity surfaces
with increasing σe  p0, 0.005, 0.010, 0.020q
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Species

Parameters

σe
µ1 p 1q
µ1 p 2q
µ2 p 1q
µ2 p 2q

Σ1 p1, 1q
Σ1 p1, 2q

MIHIRT

PRCYRO

0

0.005

0.010

0.020

0

0.005

0.010

0.020

18.4302
0.0101

p
q
34.2744
p0.0123q

18.4296
0.0106

p
q
34.2734
p0.0135q

18.4320
0.0115

p
q
34.2732
p0.0142q

18.4890
0.5175

p
q
34.2814
p0.0858q

19.1672
0.0066

p
q
32.3886
p0.0111q

19.1656
0.0171

p
q
32.3969
p0.1277q

19.1651
0.0167

p
q
32.3936
p0.1263q

19.1666
0.0164

p
q
32.3831
p0.0158q

p0.0392q
34.3356
p0.0113q

18.9355

p0.0440q
34.3384
p0.0121q

18.9351

p0.0465q
34.3402
p0.0142q

18.9308

p0.5278q
34.3372
p0.0829q

18.8725

p0.0076q
32.5101
p0.0063q

19.1547

p0.0171q
32.4999
p0.1254q

19.1553

p0.0158q
32.5009
p0.1241q

19.1558

p0.0194q
32.5027
p0.0130q

p0.00035q
0.00052
p0.00037q

0.00061

p0.00041q
0.00056
p0.00044q

0.00062

p0.00044q
0.00058
p0.00050q

0.00058

p0.00389q
0.00041
p0.00096q

0.00080

p0.00009q
0.00005
p0.00011q

0.00010

p0.00014q
0.00005
p0.00014q

0.00010

p0.00013q
0.00004
p0.00016q

0.00009

p0.00012q
0.000003
p0.00011q

19.1582

0.00009

Σ1 p2, 2q

p0.00051q

0.00088

p0.00062q

0.00093

p0.00073q

0.00089

p0.00109q

0.00062

p0.00026q

0.00027

p0.00038q

0.00024

p0.00031q

0.00018

p0.00014q

Σ2 p1, 1q

p0.00382q

0.00436

p0.00397q

0.00443

p0.00402q

0.00434

p0.00540q

0.00333

0.00005

0.00006

0.00024

p0.00079q

0.00028

p0.00075q

0.00026

p0.00112q

p0.00011q
0.00000
p0.00007q

p0.00016q

p0.00081q

p0.00009q
0.00000
p0.00009q

0.00006

Σ2 p1, 2q

p0.00008q
0.00000
p0.00005q

Σ2 p2, 2q

p0.00030q

0.00034

p0.00028q

0.00031

p0.00025q

0.00021

p0.00092q

0.00015

p0.00006q

0.00004

p0.00026q

0.00005

p0.00017q

0.00005

p0.00010q

q

p0.1538q

0.6996

p0.1724q

0.6687

p0.2098q

0.6428

p0.2126q

0.5904

p0.2457q

0.7176

p0.2614q

0.6231

p0.2531q

0.6260

p0.2776q

λ

p45.0589q

131.7379

p52.8167q

141.0974

p68.6860q

150.5222

p93.7239q

169.4646

p29.8167q

51.8881

p43.4248q

65.8787

p44.7333q

72.3167

p52.3775q

0.00006

0.00008

0.00009

0.00000

p0.00009q
0.00006

0.6885

94.0949

Table 4.4: Estimated intensity parameters and associated 95% interval width under
different scales of error for species data
across the different levels of σe . The sensitivity varies across mixture component too.
The covariance structure is much more sensitive to change in noise than the location
parameters. Mixture weights also change with σe . For MIHIRT, with increasing σe ,
the first component loses weight. This implies that points are being gained by the
other component, revealing its higher sensitivity to error. For PRCYRO, moderate
measurement error suggests a lower weight for component 1 but at the largest σe it
shows the opposite trend. Finally, by looking at λ, we see how the expected number
of lost points changes with uncertainty. The effect is relatively more pronounced for
the less abundant species, PRCYRO.
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4.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have discussed different issues in modeling a noisy point pattern. Additional variability enters into the realization and thus, into the model.
This increased variability is reflected in wider posterior credible sets for intensity
parameters. However, as seen in the synthetic examples earlier, the gain for this
added uncertainty is that the posterior centers are closer to the truth than their
noiseless counterparts. Again, the λf decomposition of the intensity surface is very
general, so one may study different sorts of specifications for f , as noted in Section 2.
Instead of a single point process realization over a region, we can also think of
spatio-temporal point patterns. In that setting, how the measurement error variability and the intensity surface evolve over time are subjects of interest. Another
application is to marked point patterns. If the different patterns are affected by the
same noise distribution, a joint model for the underlying true locations using interaction/dependence can be investigated. Lastly, as we mentioned above, not knowing
the actual locations currently restricts our scope of modeling for the intensity surface, e.g., modeling as a process realization leads to infeasible computation. Finding
feasible model fitting methods for this scenario will enable us to investigate wider
classes of intensities. We also note that the examples presented here assumed rectangular regions to simplify computing of multi-dimensional integrals on our study
domain. For more general regions, numerical integrations will be required. Since,
within geographic information system (GIS) software, regions are typically described
through polygonal curves, this should facilitate such integration.
Finally, a problem which is similar to ours is that of developing random set models for
describing evolution of cells. There, we also have unobserved disc centers modelled
as a realization of point process. Instead of modeling π py |xq and π pxq, where y and x
stand for a noisy and a true location respectively, we have the same model structure
but with y being an observed point in the disc with center x. Details of such models
can be found in Baddeley and Møller (1989).
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5
Mixture Modeling for Spatial Point Patterns with
Location-specific Covariates

5.1 Introduction
Spatial point processes (Diggle 2003) are stochastic models governing location and
frequency of occurrences of some particular event or set of events in some bounded
region. These locations are represented through coordinates inside the region, say,
D

 Rd for some d ¡ 0; d  2 provides the usual spatial setting. A typical example

of our interest arises in ecology where points might denote species locations, and
the goal is to learn how incidence and prevalence for a particular species varies over
the region (Chapter 3, also Warton and Shepherd (2010)). See, e.g., Baddeley et al.
(2005a) and Gatrell et al. (1996) for further applications of point process models.

The “null” behaviour assumed for point patterns is complete spatial randomness
(CSR), characterized by a homogeneous Poisson process. Alternatives are often
specified through a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with an intensity function over
D to reflect expectation of more points in some portion of the region, fewer in others.
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When these intensity surfaces are realizations of a stochastic process, the models are
usually referred to as Cox processes (Møller and Waagepetersen 2002). Intensities
are generally modeled either as parametric functions of the locations or as process
realizations such as a log-Gaussian process (GP). Sometimes, the map of locations
can also exhibit some clustering tendency at different parts of the region, which may
be conceptualized as the accumulation of descendants from the same parent. This
kind of behavior can be addressed through Poisson cluster processes (Neyman and
Scott 1958). See Section 5.3 for details.

In this chapter, we adopt the approach of modeling the point pattern data with a
Poisson process. However, we also note that, one constraint with this class of models
is, conditional on the intensity surface, occurrence of an event at location s does not
have any impact on occurrence of the same event in a neighborhood B s of s. This
may not be appropriate in certain applications where there is repulsion or attraction
among events. Models commonly used for those problems include simple inhibition
processes (Matérn 1960), pairwise interaction point processes (Ripley 1977), Strauss
processes (Strauss 1975) etc.

We focus on modeling the intensity surface in a flexible way, incorporating spatial
covariate information, to capture its “peaks and valleys” over the region. Coming
back to the example of species distribution modeling, this tells us how different environmental factors encourage or discourage presence of a species over the region, and
thus is useful in predicting its distribution over an unsampled region (based on known
environmental conditions there). It also enables conservation strategies, i.e., design
and management. For time-varying data, this illuminates whether there is temporal
change in the influence of a covariate for the specific population under study. The
usual way of introducing covariate effects is to include them inside the parametric
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form or in the mean function of the GP prior for the intensity. With a Poisson process likelihood, this necessitates using approximations ( numerical or Monte Carlo or
gridding of the region ) and thus may become computationally intensive for a large
region. The contribution of this work is to develop a novel technique to learn about
covariate effects from a flexible yet computationally simple and intuitive hierarchical
model. See Section 5.2 for a detailed discussion of covariates in point pattern models
along with related literature.

Our approach involves implementation of mixture modeling for the point pattern
dataset. Mixture models are preferred because of their flexibility in capturing multimodality and local behaviors in the data compared to parametric functions or
polynomials. An enormous amount of current literature has been centered around
the Dirichlet process (DP) mixture model due to its flexible specification, computational ease as well as theoretical properties (Ferguson 1973; Papaspiliopoulos and
Roberts 2008). For point process data, the Dirichlet process was first implemented
by Kottas and Sansó (2007) to model the intensity function. However, the hierarchical structure that we propose in this chapter is apparently incompatible with basic
properties of a DP mixture. The alternatives allowing a flexible number of components include reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC, Richardson
and Green 1997), spatial birth-death algorithm (Stephens 2000a) and of late, a Gibbs
sampling route proposed in Walker (2009) . However, given the hierarchical association between mixture parameters in our model, constructing appropriate proposal
moves to ensure stability as well as convergence may be an issue. In Section 5.6, we
propose a modified version of the birth-death algorithm for our model. However the
behavior of the chain in that case is still under investigation.

The format of this paper is as follows. In Section 5.2, we discuss different kinds
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of covariate information and related modeling. Section 5.3 develops the proposed
methodology based on a mixture model with a fixed number of components and
subsequent model comparison. Section 5.4 illustrates the performance of the method
with synthetic datasets. Section 5.5 provides the real data application. In Section
5.6, we describe our ongoing work on a birth-death algorithm for variable number
of components. We conclude with a discussion of possible extensions in Section 5.7.
Throughout this chapter, we used Np and IWp , to denote a p-dimensional Gaussian
and inverse Wishart distribution, respectively.

5.2 Poisson process model with covariates
To model a set of random locations inside a bounded domain D P R2 , we use a
NHPP with intensity function λpsq. Its definition and associated likelihood function
are already specified in Chapter 4. Covariates associated with such data can generally be of two types. It can be a mark, a feature of the event that happened at
that point. Then we have a marked Poisson process {psi , Xi q : 1 ¤ i ¤ n, n P N},
where Xi is the level of characteristic X for the event observed at s. The common approach is to proceed via the hierarchy [locations|marks][marks] or, sometimes
[marks|locations][locations]. Marks can be discrete or continuous, scalar or vectorvalued. We do not consider them in the present chapter. See Stoyan and Penttinen
(2000); Baddeley et al. (2005a); Bognar (2008) and Taddy (2008, Chapter 4) for
discussion on related modeling and inference.

The type of covariate considered here is spatially indexed. Given a location s, X psq
denotes the features at location s. In ecological studies, X is often referred to as
‘background’ information. It differs from a mark in that it is linked to the location,
not to the event. So, for every s P S, we have a X psq available. Thus different
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levels of X psq, as a surface over D, define a partition of D, whereas marks do not
correspond to any such concept.

For an event of interest E, the goal is to use X to explain where within D E is likely to
occur. Major approaches in using covariates for mixture density estimation involves
making either the weights or the component locations covariate-dependent, see Griffin and Steel (2006, 2010); De Iorio et al. (2004); Dunson and Park (2008). While
these approaches lead to improved density estimation, we look for a specification
where the effect of the covariate on event occurrence comes in a more interpretable
way. Also, for a point pattern, although the data consists of locations in D where
E was observed, the true response for our problem is, given a location s

P D, the

‘accumulation’ of events around s. In theory, this is conceptualized by the intensity
function λpsq ds  E rN pdsqs, where N pdsq is the number of events in a small neigh-

borhood of s. Hence it is usual to setup a regression of λpsq on X psq. One can use
a trend function η pλpsqq  mpX psq, s; β q, where m is a polynomial of elements of X
and s, β the coefficients of m, η pq : R

Ñ R. Or when λ is modeled as a process
realization, log λpsq  mpX psq, s; β q wpsq, wpsq being a zero-mean spatial process
over D. Although the number of observed locations n may not be large, the likelihood involving

³
D

λpsq ds requires a numerical approximation or, in a hierarchical

model as in Beneš et al. (2003), to deal with the uncountable set of parameters. The
solution is to replace the integral with a sum of large but finitely many λ’s, either by
gridding or by Monte Carlo method. Accuracy of any such approximation depends
heavily on the smoothness of the X surface(s) as well as the number of points used
for gridding/ Monte Carlo evaluation, and its impact on final output can vary significantly based on the nature of data. Specifically, if we are looking at a point pattern
where points are clustered over different parts of a huge region, the gridding strategy
forces us to work with a very large number of grid cells and consequently to employ
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some dimension-reduction method for the spatial process (Chapter 3, also Beneš
et al. (2003)). The ecological application, presented in Section 5.6 is an example of
such a scenario.

5.3 Modeling
To avoid this problem of approximation, we now focus on alternate ways to model
the intensity function λpq on D. From the conditional independence property stated
in Section 5.2, the NHPP can be thought as a two stage process, first determining
the count and then conditional on the count, generating that number of points from
a density over D. Consistent with that, Kottas and Sansó (2007) employed a specification that proposes a density surface over D and elevates the surface to the level of
the expected actual count. That is, we model λpsq



λf psq , s

P

D. This separable

λf formulation is easy to interpret; it separately parametrizes the elevation and the
orientation of the surface. Here λ controls the expected number while f is a density
which integrates to 1 over D and determines how they should be located. Flexibility
in the choice of f allows for a wide range of specifications. Mixture models provide a
path. One can consider a nonparametric choice using Dirichlet process, as in Kottas
and Sansó (2007) or Ji et al. (2009). However, neither of these used any sort of
spatial covariate information. Our goal is to express the dependence on X in a way
so that the effect of any particular covariate becomes readily interpretable.

Following Chapter 4, we first observe that the λf form with f as a mixture is equivalent to a Poisson cluster process model (Neyman and Scott 1958), where the observed
locations are conceptualized as descendants of some unobserved parent locations
within the region. Here we propose a generalized version as
(i) Given k, generate pµ1 , µ2 , ...µk q

iid


fµ
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(ii) Generate Nh



ind

Poipλh q for 1 ¤ h ¤ k

(iii) Conditional on Nh , draw sh,1 , sh,2 , ..., sh,Nh



iid

N2 p ; µh , Σh q

This extends the original model in Neyman and Scott (1958) and Stoyan (1992) in
two ways : first, it allows each parent to have its own offspring population by specifying a separate λh for each of them (instead of a universal λ) and, parent-specific Σh .
It follows that, conditional on rk, tλh , µh , Σh uk1 s, the observed points can be viewed
as a realization of NHPP with intensity function

°

 λh N2 p ; µh , Σh q.

k
h 1

More specifically, we assert that, the number of offspring a parent expects to have
should depend on the ‘background’ condition it is subject to, i.e. λh should depend
on µh (location of parent h) through X. Since λh controls the frequency of events
observed around µh , this ensures that a favorable level of X should result in higher
accumulation of points around µh . The complete hierarchical specification of the
model is

pn, s1:nq 
λpsq| k, µ1:k , λ1:k , Σ1:k



NHPPpλpsqq

¸
k



λ h N2 p s ; µ h , Σ h q

h 1

λh |µh , β


wpq 
tµh, Σhukh1| k 
pβ, β0q 

exppβ0

X pµh q T β

wpµh qq , h  1, 2, ..., k

GPp0, σw2 , φw q
πµ pqπΣ pq
πβ pqπβ0 pq

(5.1)

where wpµh q is the local adjustment to λh , that potentially accounts for effect of
any unobserved covariates or association across space. GP(0, σw2 , φw ) refers to a
zero-mean Gaussian process prior (Banerjee et al. 2004) with scale σw and range parameter(s) φw . In this chapter we considered only exponential covariance functions.
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If there are p covariates excluding the intercept, β is of length p. When β
and σw very small, we have approximately Nh

 0p

 Poipeβ q, the usual Neyman-Scott

ind

0

description. We estimate this model using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
scheme. For any fixed k, the model can be fit using standard data augmentation
(Diebolt and Robert 1994). For each observation, we introduce a latent ‘label’ z,
to identify the mixture component it belongs to. Conditional on the z’s, (µ, Σ) for
each component can be sampled using only observations with that component label.
Thereafter, β is drawn conditional on all component parameters. For parameters
with non-standard posteriors, random walk Metropolis-Hastings updates are used.
As usual with a mixture model, there is a ‘label-switching’ problem for analyzing
posterior samples of tµh u, tΣu, and tλu. See Stephens (2000b) for a discussion of
this problem as well as techniques for handling it. However, our interest lies in the
intensity surface {λpsq : s

P D}, not affected by the switching.

For real examples,

with unknown k, we envision using a birth-death algorithm to transit across different
dimensions as described in Section . Alternatively, comparison criteria such as DIC
(Spiegelhalter et al. 2002), the posterior predictive loss measure (Gelfand and Ghosh
1998) or residual-based diagnostics from Baddeley et al. (2005b) can be employed.

5.4 A simulation example
We start with a simulation example. Within D

 r0, 100s  r0, 100s, we simulated a

set of locations using a 20 component Gaussian mixture as in model 5.1. We used
two covariate surfaces over D as
x 1 psq



s1 {25

x 2 psq



1
50

0.18  ps2 {50  0.1q2

 s21{p150  s2q
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The β values can be found in Table 5.1. The dataset consists of 3724 locations in
D, see Figure 5.1(a). MCMC was run for 20000 iterations, with a burn-in of 5000
and thinning the rest at every 5th. The starting point of the chain was a nonspatial
model. The final output of the chain is presented in Figure 5.1(b).
Table 5.1: Estimation of covariate effects
Covariate True

Posterior mean 95% credible interval
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2.10

x1
x2

0.1624
2.0567

p0.0972, 0.2315q
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Figure 5.1: Simulation study :: (a) set of locations and (b) posterior average
intensity surface

5.5 Real data application
We illustrate our methodology with an ecological dataset. Our observation domain
is the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) in South Africa. Spread over an area of  9  104
sq.km., this region hosts thousands of plant varieties and is a global hotspot for biodiversity research (Rebelo 2006). Data are collected on presence locations for several
of these plant species. Interest is to learn how environmental and soil type factors
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influence the presence locations for each species. Chapter 3 shows a Cox process
model with a log-GP prior on intensity for six different species on this region. Even
with gridding and use of predictive process approximations (Banerjee et al. 2008)
along with parallelized implementation, it was computationally extensive. Here we
illustrate our methodology with the presence-only data for the species Protea aurea
(PRAURE). The point pattern originally consists of 603 locations, but we removed
a single site as an outlier which was far away from the rest of locations (and thus
will not have much impact on the final inference on covariate effects). Figure 5.2(a)
shows the presence locations across CFR for it.
In earlier work (Gelfand et al. 2005b,c) 18 environmental explanatory variables were
considered, available at minimum pixel resolution of 1 minute latitude by 1 minute
longitude. Based upon these analyzes we have chosen the six most important as
covariates for our intensity function. They are: mean annual precipitation (MAP),
July (winter) minimum temperature (MIN07), January (summer) maximum temperature (MAX01), potential evapotranspiration (EVAP), summer soil moisture days
(SMDSUM), and percent of the grid cell with low fertility soil (FERT). We fitted
the data for several values of the number of mixture component and present the
resultant intensity surfaces for a selected few in Figure 5.2. Although they appear
similar, a detailed analysis reveals variability in the contours of the intensity surface
among them. For k

 16, we also represent the covariate effects in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Posterior quantiles of covariate effects with 16 components
Quantile EVAP MAX01 MIN07 MAP SMDSUM
2.5%
-4.9839 -0.4880 -2.6262 -2.9905
1.2231
50%
-4.2040 0.5533 -1.3771 -1.4937
3.4818
97.5%
-2.9230 1.9015 1.1314 0.2875
4.7844

FERT
-4.0429
-2.4645
-0.4392

5.6 A note on varying number of mixture components
For a practical application k will be unknown and one may prefer a model-based
inference for k than doing a model comparison. Also for large and scattered dataset
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Figure 5.2: (Clockwise from top left): Presence locations for PRAURE in CFR
and estimated intensity surfaces for k = 8,16,24 respectively
determining a range of reasonable k values to compare may be difficult. As discussed
in Section 5.1, different choices are available for a variable component mixture modeling. The one that readily fits with a point pattern is the spatial birth-death algorithm, developed in Stephens (2000b). We start with the details of the algorithm,
before going into further analysis and discussion

5.6.1 Birth-death process for a mixture model
For a k component mixture, let θi denotes the parameters for component i, 1 ¤ i ¤ k,
and Θk

 tθ1, θ2, ..., θk u. Transition to a state with a different number of components

is possible only via (i) ‘birth’ of a new component, in which case k increases to k
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1

and Θk to Θk Y tθk

1

u or (ii) by ‘death’ of a component i so that k reduces to k  1

and Θk to Θk ztθi u. A rigorous treatment of birth-death processes can be found in
Preston (1977). We set Ωk to the space of parameters for a k component mixture,

so Θk

P Ωk .

Ωk ’s are disjoint and the complete space for parameters is Ω

8
  Ωk .


k 1

At a given state (k, Θk ), the process is completely characterized by (i) a birth rate
bpΘk q, (ii) a birth kernel Kb pΘk , q (iii) a death rate dpΘk q and (iv) the death kernel

Kd pΘk , q. The process moves as follows

(a) Choose a time T for next event from an exponential distribution with rate bpΘk q
dpΘk q

(b) Choose the type of event to be a birth with odds bpΘk q to dpΘk q, choose death
otherwise
(c) If a birth is selected in step (b), perform a birth move from Θk to some element
in Ωk

1

according to the kernel Kb

(d) Otherwise move to some element in Ωk1 using the kernel Kd .
The assumption of an exponential distribution on birth/death time ensures that the
process is Markov and in any small interval B t, the probability of more than one birth

or death is opB tq. Thus we only need to consider a single increment or decrement
for each event. Møller (1989) established a geometric convergence rate for general
spatial birth-death processes under certain conditions on b, d.

b, d, Kb , Kd should be specified in a way that the chain has ‘appropriate’ stationary
distribution P̃ , which is the posterior probability measure on Ω for our setup. We
let P̃k to be the probability measure on Ωk . Then the following detailed balance
conditions are sufficient to guarantee that the chain has its stationary distribution
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P̃
»
F

»
G

bpΘk qdP̃k pΘk q

dpΘk

for every k

1



qdP̃k 1pΘk 1q 

»
Ωk

»
Ωk

dpΘk

1

qKdpΘk

1; F

qdP̃k 1pΘk 1q,

F

P Ω(5.2)
k

1

bpΘk qKb pΘk ; GqdP̃k pΘk q, G P Ωk

1

(5.3)

P N.

It is evident that, in birth-death process any move is always accepted, the time of
move being random. On the other hand, in a RJMCMC (or any method using a
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm), the moves are attempted only at fixed time points,
and are accepted with some probability. Hence the aperiodicity of the corresponding
Markov chain is ensured by a variable time of next move for the former, and a positive
probability of rejecting a move in case of the latter.
5.6.2 Constructing jump proposals
The birth move, described in Stephens (2000a) basically involves drawing the location pµn q and scale pΣn q parameters from the corresponding priors. The weight of

the new component pπn q was drawn from a beta(1,k), k being the current component
size. The weights of the remaining components were rescaled by the factor p1  πn q

to sum up to 1. With this birth move, the stationarity implies the death rates of the
components are proportional to corresponding likelihood ratios. This specification is
thus simple and easy to implement. However, we see a potential problem with this
‘uniform rescaling’ of the weights.
Consider the point pattern observed in Figure 5.3. Suppose at some iteration, we

 2, with one component present at the lower left and other at the upper right
cluster of the data domain with weights π and 1π respectively. Now, suppose a birth
have k

move generates a new component in the upper right cloud of the data. According
to Stephens (2000a), for any observation s0 in lower left cluster, the new likelihood
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Figure 5.3: A synthetic example for birth-death algorithm
contribution is
l0new

 πp1  πnqφ2ps0; µ1, Σ1q p1  πqp1  πnqφ2ps0; µ2, Σ2q

πn φ2 ps0 ; µn , Σn q

Now, clearly both φ2 ps0 ; µ2 , Σ2 q, φ2 ps0 ; µn , Σn q are close to zero, hence l0new

πn qφ2 ps0 ; µ1 , Σ1 q

 p1  πnql0old.

 π p1 

Thus uniform rescaling reduces the likelihood for

observations belonging to the lower left data cloud. Hence, even if generation of a
new component in the upper right corner was ‘locally’ reasonable, it can get rejected
as it lowers the overall likelihood of the observed data. The main problem with this
method is that, it does not take account the fact, when a new component is generated
it should affect the existing components differently depending on the distance. We
propose the following scheme of rescaling :
• If λi is the frequency attached to i-th existing component and λn is the fre-

 λip1  wiq, 1 ¤ i ¤ k and
°
λn  ki1 λi wi , where wi  f ppµi , Σi q; pµn , Σn qq P r0, 1s.
quency of newly generated component, then λnew
i

wi is some choice of weight function, that depends on distance of i-th and the new
component. There are distance measures available for two normal populations, but
it can be tricky to convert the distance into weight. We think wi should have a few
properties such as (i) if the new component coincides with an existing component
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i, wi should be 0.5, as in that case observations belonging component i should be
randomly reassigned to one of them. Also (ii) wi should go to zero as the overlap
between two populations diminishes. When the dispersion matrices are roughly
diagonal, a possibly crude (but computationally simple) approximation is to use
wi



1
2

1



|
 31 Σ p|µ1,1qΣµ p1,1
q 
i,1

i

n,1
n

1

 13 Σ p|2,2µ q 3Σµ p|2,2q
i,2

i

n,2



n

. This formula is based on

approximating a normal population with a 3σ-wide interval (in R) around mean
and corresponding rectangles in higher dimension. The overlap is measured by the
area of intersection between any two pair of such rectangles. We also think, since
λi

 exppxpµiqT β

wi q, to rescale λi it is practical to adjust the wi ’s and keep β

unchanged. With proper constructions, the stationarity can be achieved. However,
tuning birth rates and other parameters to make the chain stable and converging to
the right direction requires further investigation and is the subject of our ongoing
research.

5.7 Discussion
We have proposed a flexible and novel extension of the Neyman-Scott model for
specifying intensities in a Cox process. The model employs a cumulative sum of
intensities with each component having an amplitude

 density form.

A posteriori,

covariate information drives both the amplitude and location of the density. The
overall specification is hierarchical and intuitive. A birth-death algorithm, specific
to this model, is being investigated to accommodate a random number of components in the sum.
The specification can be trivially extended to add a dependence of Σh on µh . This
is useful when different clusters across the region show remarkably different spread
and one is interested to explain the variation. Extension to explain dynamic point
pattern can be explored, allowing time varying behavior.
Lastly, the model stands apart from the usual Dirichlet process mixture models in
the sense that the component locations are now informative of component weights
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(frequency in the case of a point pattern). Even for a fixed sample problem, where we
have a mixture density (rather than an intensity), the tλh ukh1 ’s can be normalized to
produce mixture weights tπh ukh1 and the effect of X on λ will also carry forward to π.
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6
Clustering Multiple Populations Based on Range
Overlap

6.1 Introduction
Modeling species abundance assumes importance in current day research for constructing biodiversity maps and planning conservation strategies (Grand et al. 2007;
Pressey et al. 2007). The core problem is to use information about occurrence of
one or more species in a geographical region of interest. The literature on species
distribution modeling covers many applications – Guisan and Thuiller (2005); Elith
et al. (2006); Wisz et al. (2008) etc. Commonly used species distribution models
involve approaches such as generalized linear and additive models (GLM and GAM),
species envelope models such as BIOCLIM (Busby 1991), genetic algorithm for ruleset prediction (GARP) approach (Stockwell and Peters 1999) and the maximum
entropy-based approach MAXENT (Phillips and Dudı́k 2008). Among model-based
approaches, use of spatial methods are getting increasingly popular due to their improved predictive performance and ability to account for associations that may not
be attributed to available environmental features. See Chapter 2 as well as Gelfand
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et al. (2005b); Warton and Shepherd (2010) for application involving different types
of spatial models and further references.

A substantial proportion of the literature focuses on presence/absence where the data
are available as a presence (1) or absence (0) at a sampling location (Gelfand et al.
2005b; Latimer et al. 2006). The goal is to use some sort of regression to estimate
the probability of presence at a location given the local environment. Sometimes,
the data may contain additional information on frequency of observed population
(Chapter 2). However, the dataset used in this chapter comes from a different type
of sampling scheme – so-called presence-only setting, where only presence localities are stored and no record is kept on the locations and frequency of the ‘null’
sites. Analysis of such data has seen growing popularity in recent years due to increased availability of presence-only records from museum databases and other nonsystematic surveys (Graham et al. 2004). One model-based strategy has attempted
to implement a presence/absence approach using presence-only data (Engler et al.
2004; Ferrier et al. 2002; Guisan and Zimmermann 2000). But what seems more
logical with this type of data is to estimate the prevalence density over the entire
region. Algorithmic as well as model-based approaches in this direction have been
implemented in Chapter 3 and also in Phillips et al. (2006); Warton and Shepherd
(2010). Accurate estimation of the density and subsequently the species range often
involves consideration of imperfect and/or biased sampling of the localities, see Royle
et al. (2007); Cressie et al. (2009) for details.

Analyzing interaction among species distributions in a region is important for understanding the ecosystem prevailing in that region. The extent to which different
species ranges overlap with each other also provides a measure of diversity across
the region. A slightly different problem was addressed in Yue et al. (2001), where
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two communities were compared by the similarity of the component species distributions among them. Here our goal is to compare different species within the same
community based on the similarity of their range distributions. An important issue in ecological modeling is – whether species that co-exist (sympatry) competes or
complements each other in terms of resource consumption – the so called ‘competition exclusion principle’ vs ‘environmental filtering’ (MacArthur 1984; Chase 2007;
Prieto and Dahners 2009). The work in this chapter is useful from this perspective,
since it provides a measure of range overlap for each pair, which can subsequently
be diagnosed for similarity in resource needs. Often finding overlaps among species
range is useful in conserving ‘endangered’ species. There may be pair of populations
which compete for survival and hence outgrowth of one population can threaten the
existence of another. On the other hand, finding group of plants that share the same
climate and grow together can be very useful in identifying and managing appropriate conservation zones for those plants.

Dynamics of species ranges and metrics for measuring geographical overlap were discussed in Gaston (2003); Colwell and Lees (2000). Depending on the nature of data,
species prevalence can be represented either as the collection of P( species present
at location s) for a full presence-absence analysis or as a density ppsq over the region
for a presence-only setting. Here we focus on the latter. Barraclough and Vogler
(2000) also defined a measure of sympatry as the ratio of area of intersection to that
of the smaller of the species ranges. There it is assumed that the species ranges and
corresponding intersections can be geometrically well defined, so as to determine the
area. This may not be true when the population is scattered through out the entire
region, so that defining a compact range for that species is not reasonable. Also
within the range, the population density can vary significantly. Here, instead of determining hard ranges for the species, we try to model their probability distributions
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over the entire region, so that the question of range overlap can be addressed through
similarity in the two probability distributions. In a Bayesian paradigm, we also obtain a measure of uncertainty associated with any such inference. We employed a
nonparametric model involving the hierarchical Dirichlet process as developed in Teh
et al. (2006). The core of the idea is to define some global clusters and then allocate
a vector of weights for each species. The probability distributions can be compared
either in terms of the weight vectors or the density surfaces. See Section 6.4.1 for
details. An alternative is to treat this as a functional data analysis problem, where
the presence locations of a particular species are viewed as draws from a single surface. The surfaces are then labeled ‘locally’, by assigning each of them to one of the
few ‘canonical’ surfaces. The modeling is flexible as it allows two point patterns to
be similar on a subregion and different everywhere else. The similarity is measured
by proportional of regions where the two surfaces were assigned the same label. See
Petrone et al. (2009); Nguyen and Gelfand (2010) for details of this approach.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the data we are going to
analyze. Section 6.3 describes the model with hierarchical Dirichlet process prior,
followed by details of computation scheme and post-fitting inference in Section 6.4.
The data analysis and subsequent discussion are provided in Section 6.5 and 6.6
respectively.

6.2 Data description
The focal area of our study is the Cape floristic region (CFR). Spread over an area
of

 90000 sq.

km. in southwestern South Africa, this region is home to about

9000 plant populations, 69% of which can not be found anywhere else. An extensive
survey of the entire region has been conducted through Protea Atlas Project of the
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South African National Biodiversity Institute (Rebelo 2001). Data were collected
at record localities: relatively uniform, geo-referenced areas typically 50 to 100 m in
diameter. In addition to the presence (or absence) at the location of protea species,
abundance of each species along with selected environmental and species-level information were also tallied (Rebelo 1991). To date, some 60,000 localities have been
recorded (including null sites), with a total of about 250,000 species counts from
among some 375 proteas (Rebelo 2006). Data on CFR has been extensively used
in recent literature such as Thuiller et al. (2004); Latimer et al. (2004); Gelfand
et al. (2005b,c) etc. These works focussed on different factors including agriculture,
urbanization or widespread growth of invasive plant species such as Hakea, Acacia
and Pinus (Tucker and Richardson 1995) – that influence and transform the natural
vegetation pattern within CFR.

The raw data consists of presence locations of 341 plant species in CFR. 4 of them
were identified as invasive and were excluded from the modeling. Since our primary
focus is to estimate the nature of association among species pairs , we discarded
populations which were observed almost ‘everywhere’ or ‘nowhere’ within the study
region, i.e., plants which are too abundant or too rare. In our view, the first type of
plants will have significant range overlap with most other plants whereas the later
provides too few samples to draw valid inference. Quantitatively speaking, after
preliminary diagnostics of the data, we considered populations with sizes ranging
between 10 and 400 (in terms of number of presence locations) as of interest for our
problem. This leaves 196 species, with 24194 presence locations among them.
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6.3 Modeling species data with hierarchical Dirichlet process
Applying Dirichlet process (Ferguson 1973) or Dirichlet process mixtures (Escobar
and West 1995) for density estimation problems has become widely popular in nonparametric Bayes literature. Several contributions have been made on its theoretical
properties (Sethuraman 1994; Ghosal et al. 1999; Ishwaran and Zarepour 2002),
techniques for efficient computation (Ishwaran and James 2001; Walker 2007; Papaspiliopoulos and Roberts 2008) and modifications/extensions for complex models
(Gelfand et al. 2005a; Teh et al. 2006; Griffin and Steel 2006; Rodrı́guez et al. 2008;
Dunson and Park 2008; Dunson et al. 2008; Petrone et al. 2009). It can be introduced via a number of alternative constructions as in Ferguson (1973), Blackwell and
MacQueen (1973), Green and Richardson (2001) or Sethuraman (1994), but here we
use the last one as it fits readily into a hierarchical Bayes model specification.

To introduce the notations, if we have n data points x1 , x2 , ..., xn , then a DP mixture model with concentration α and base measure H has the following hierarchical
representation
xi

πh

 Fθ ;

ind

i

θi



i.i.d

 vh ±hj11p1  vj q;

vj

P

 °8h1 πhδθ



i.i.d

h

betap1, αq; θh



i.i.d

H

(6.1)

The above specification is equivalent to a mixture distribution for x1 s, with possibly
infinite number of components. Hence, a posteriori one can also learn about how
clustering occurs across different data points, without any prior knowledge on number of clusters. This is particularly useful for the problem we are dealing with in this
chapter.

When the data consist of multiple observations across different groups or popula126

tions, one may wish to use a DP mixture model for each group, while borrowing
information across groups. There are a couple of notable approaches in the recent
DP literature – the nested DP (Rodrı́guez et al. 2008) and the hierarchical DP (Teh
et al. 2006), that deal with this type of data. The nested DP proposes to cluster
the populations according to the distribution of component data points whereas the
approach in this chapter is to cluster the points within and across groups, which can
be achieved by the latter. In the hierarchical DP (HDP), the groups are allowed to
share the same set of atoms although with potentially different weights. This enables
a comparison among individual population densities based on corresponding weight
allocations. Below, we start with the model specification, mainly following Teh et al.
(2006), and continue with estimation and inference in Section 6.4.

Consistent with (6.1), we denote by xij the j-th data point in i-th population for
j

 1, 2, ..., ni, i  1, 2, ..., k. For CFR data, i stands for species index and j indexes

presence location, so xij represents the 2-dimensional location of the j-th site among
the presence locations of species i. The hierarchical specification with stick-breaking
construction is as follows
xij

πih

 Fθ

ind

ij

; θij

 Gi  °8h1 πihδθ @1 ¤ i ¤ k

ind

 πih1 ±hl11p1  πil1 q;
βl

h

πil1

 βl1 ±lr11p1  βr1 q;

 betapα0βl , α0p1  °lr1 βr qq

βr1

 betap1, ν q;

θh



i.i.d

H

(6.2)

where pν, α0 ) are the concentration parameters and H the base measure. The tθh u8
h1
represents the ‘global’ set of atoms to be shared across all species. For our example,

 pµh, Σhq and F is bivariate Gaussian distribution. The quantities of our interest
are {Gi uki1 , which differ from each other depending on how tπik u8
k1 ’s vary across i.
θh

See Teh et al. (2006, Section 4) for a couple of alternative constructions of HDP.
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6.4 Estimation and inference for HDP
In Teh et al. (2006), three different sampling schemes were described for HDP. The
direct assignment method was later modified in Van Gael et al. (2008) along the lines
of retrospective sampler for ordinary DP by Walker (2007) and Papaspiliopoulos and
Roberts (2008). Apart from the component label zij , another auxilary variable uij
was introduced for every xij to facilitate sampling from standard full conditionals.
Termed as ‘beam sampler’, this also ensures that it is sufficient to draw only finitely
many π’s from the infinite sum in (6.2). This approach is particularly useful for
us, since at each iteration we have a sample of

ttπihuu, which can be subsequently

used for comparison among populations. Also, with a large dataset at hand, it was
beneficial to be able to sample the labels independently from their full conditionals.
We refer to Van Gael et al. (2008) and Zhang et al. (2009) for details of the sampling
scheme.
6.4.1 Post processing MCMC samples
As stated before, the primary goal of this analysis is to make comparison of different
species distributions tGi uki1 . At any iteration, if there are q globally occupied atoms,
then a posteriori,
G i px q



¸ π φ px; µ , Σ q
q



il 2

l

l

p1 

¸ π qφ px; µ , Σ q
q



il

2

0

0

l 1

l 1

where pµ0 , Σ0 q is a draw from the prior base measure H. We envision the comparison
of the posterior surfaces Gi pq, Gj pq via their L1 distance as
C pi, j q 

»

|Gipxq  Gj pxq| dx

In practice C(i,j) can be evaluated by approximating the integral with a sum at the
centroids of a dense grid over the region.
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6.5 Application with CFR dataset
We applied the algorithm on the 196 species dataset on CFR, described in Section
6.2. The chain was run for 30000 steps, discarding initial 5000 and thinning the rest
at every 25th to avoid possible autocorrelation. For evaluating C, we have used the
36907 gridcells of 1.55km  1.85km resolution from the dataset analyzed in Chapter
2. We present map (Figure 6.1) of species interaction measure C. Empirical densities
for number of global components and pairwise estimate of C values are provided in
Figure 6.2. Also presented (Figure 6.3) are observed locations for three pairs of
species which have shown significant, medium and minimal range overlaps one each.
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Figure 6.1: Map of pairwise C distances among 196 species
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Figure 6.2: Empirical density estimates of (L) number of global components and
(R) pairwise C values

6.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented an application of hierarchical Dirichlet process to efficiently compute interaction across large number of species. The core of the idea is
to make the entire set of localities share some global clusters, and the difference in
sharing pattern is a measure of overlap among two species. This algorithm does not
use any background information (covariate) to explain the prevalence patterns. An
alternative route, as mentioned in Section 6.1, is to treat the data as a marked point
pattern, and subsequently to model the marked intensity process. The clustering
can be achieved by assigning a label to each mark globally or locally, the later being
more practical for a real dataset. However, with an increasing number of species, the
computational burden and dependence of similarity measures still remain subjects
for further sensitivity analysis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 6.3: Presence locations for (a) PANOVA (b) LDGLOB (c) SPSETA
(d) DIBUEK (e) LSTOME (f) LSROYE in CFR. In terms of C values,
(PANOVA,LDGLOB), (SPSETA,DIBUEK) and (LSTOME,LSROYE) have shown
high, medium and low range overlaps respectively.
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Appendix A

A.1 Proof of E pzT q finite
Proof. E pzT q

 E pE pzT |zP qq  E puzP p1  uqcpzP qq  E pzP  p1  uq 1φΦpzpzq q q.

Assuming zP

 N pµ, 1q, enough to show

P

P

³8

φpxq
8 1Φpxq qφpx  µq dx

8

Consider the quantity x2 1φΦpxpqxq qφpx  µq, if x Ñ 8, it goes to 0. When x Ñ 8, we
have
lim x2

x



L1 ptal



Ñ8

φpxq
qφpx  µq
1  Φpx q

2xφpxqφpx  µq  x3 φpxqφpx  µq  x2 px  µqφpxqφpx  µq
xÑ8
φpxq
lim

0

So lim|x|Ñ8 x2 1φΦpxpqxq qφpx

pq
 p q qφpx  µq

φ x
1 Φ x

1
x2

 µq 

0, thus we can get B1

0, B2

for all x R pB1 , B2 q. Hence the result follows.
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¡

0, such that

A.2 Posterior simulation of z’s for a site with no presence observed
We subdivide by considering the ways that we can generate a 0 realization of y based
on Eq. (2.5) (one may also use Eq. (2.3) to do this).
(i) The area is untransformed, the species was potentially there, but missed during
data collection or it was absent at that time instance; the event is 1zP ¥α0 ,zO ¤α0
with prior probability π1 = uP pzP

¥ α0, zO ¤ α0q

(ii) Potentially the species was absent there; the event is 1zP ¤α0 with prior probability π2 = P pzP

¤ α0q

(iii) The species was potentially there 1zP ¥α0 , but the area was transformed; the
event has prior probability π3 = p1  uqP pzP

¥ α0q.

These three events are exhaustive and mutually exclusive for the event py
Thus f pzP , zO |y

 0, Θq is a 3-component mixture.

 0q.

To draw a (zP , zO ) pair from

this distribution amounts to first choosing a component and then drawing a pair
(zP , zO ) from that component distribution. By Bayes rule, conditional on observed

py  0q, these three cases can happen with posterior probability πi{

3̧



πl , i  1, 2, 3.

l 1

So we use a multinomial to select which of these events took place. Before going
into case by case details, it is worth mentioning that, in all these cases the sampling from the joint density of chosen mixture component was done via the marginal
f pzP |  q followed by f pzO |zP , q. The advantage of this scheme is that we don’t

 0 are not involved in
posterior full conditionals of any other parameters in the model (as α0  0, fixed). If


the second case is selected then f pzO , zP |, q9 uδz
p1  uqδcpz q 1z ¤01z ¤0φpzP q
and thus marginalizing over zO , we get f pzP |  q9φpzP q1z ¤0 which is a truncated
Gaussian on R . Similarly under case piiiq, we need to simulate zP from φpzP q1z ¥0 ,

need to draw from the latter because zO ’s corresponding to y

P

P

O

P

P

P
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a Gaussian truncated on R . In case piq, f pzO , zP |, q9φpzO ; zP , 1q1zP ¥0 1zO ¤0 φpzP q,

so marginalizing over zO we get f pzP |  q9φpzP qp1  ΦpzP qq1zP ¥0 . An efficient way

to draw from this density is to propose a zP from a truncated normal on R and
do a Metropolis-Hastings update with an independent proposal, using the quantity

p1  Φpqq. However all sampling distributions are summarized in A.3 below.
A.3 Posterior full conditionals needed for Gibbs sampling

¡ 0, draw zO,ij N pzP,ij , 1q1pα

• If yij

yij

1 ,αyij q . Draw zP,ij

 Npv

T
i β

2

θi

zO,ij 1
,2
2

q

 0, compute pij  puΦ2pr0, 8s  r8, 0s ; µij , Σ0q, 1  ΦpviT β θq, p1 

uqΦpviT β θi qq, where µij  pviT β θi , viT β θi q and Σ0  11 12 are the

• If yij

location and dispersion parameters for bivariate normal joint prior distribution
propose
 N pviT β
 1, propose zP,ij
θi , 1q1p0,8q and do a Metropolis Hastings sampler using p1  Φpqq. Else if dij  2
draw zP,ij  N pviT β θi , 1q1p8,0q , else draw zP,ij  N pviT β θi , 1q1p0,8q

of pzO,ij , zP,ij q. Draw dij

• Draw αh
• Draw β

Np

h zO,ij , minij:yij h

 N pzP,ij ; vi, β, θiqN p

wij θj τ02
, wi
wi

j

ij

multppij q. If dij

1

zO,ij q, h  1, 2

 N pµβ , Σβ q ±i,j N pzP,ij ; vi, β, θiq

• Draw θi

°

 unif pmaxij:y



i.i.d.

q for i  m

°

wij θj τ02
, wi
wi

j

1, 2, ..., I
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q

for i



1, 2, ..., m.

Draw θi



Appendix B

B.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. According to Choi and Schervish (2007), define

Λi pλ0 , λq



Ki pλ0 , λq


Vi pλ0 , λq 

log

f py psi q|λ0 psi qq
f py psi q|λpsi qq

Eλ0 pΛi pλ0 , λqq
V arλ0 pΛi pλ0 , λqq

Then to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show the following.

(A1)

D a set B such that
(i) Given ǫ ¡ 0 ΠpB X tλ : Ki pλ0 , λq
(ii)

8̧ V pλ , λq
i 0


i 1

i2

8, @ λ P B
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ǫ@ iuq ¡ 0,

(A2)

D sequence of test functions tΦnu, sets tΛnu, and constants C1, C2, c1, c2 ¡ 0
such that for any sequence of neighborhoods Un of λ0 ,

8̧
(i)



8

Eλ0 Φn

n 1

(ii) supλPUnc XΛn Eλ p1  Φn q
(iii) ΠpΛcn q

C1 ec1 n

C2 ec2 n

As in Ghosal and Roy (2006), we assume the covariance kernel for η pq is σp x, y q

τ 1 σ0 pβx, βy q.

Let us start with the true intensity function λ0 pq
for any ǫ ¡ 0, P ptλ :

||λ  λ0||8

ǫuq ¡ 0

P Λ0.



We first want to show that

As a continuous function on a compact set, λ0 pq is bounded below and above by

some constants lλ0 , uλ0

¡ 0 respectively.

So η0 psq

 logpλ0psqq is continuous on D

(since log is a continuous function on any compact subinterval of R ). Thus from

P RKHS of σ0 in the sup metric.
We first show that given ǫ ¡ 0 there exists δ ¡ 0 such that if ||η pxq  η0 pxq||8 ¤ δ q,
||λpxqλ0pxq||8 ¤ ǫ, where δ can be constructed back from ǫ. By theorem 4 of Ghosal
Choi and Schervish (2007) η0

and Roy (2006) under regularity assumptions (see Appendix 1) on prior of τ, β and
smoothness of σ0 p, q, µ0 pq, for any δ

¡ 0, P ptηpq : ||ηpxq  η0pxq||8 ¤ δuq ¡ 0 and

we will be done.

¡ 0 (to be specified later) consider Dη ,δ = {η; ||η  η0||8 δ}
Given η P Dη ,δ , for λ  eη , ||λpxqλ0 pxqq||8  supx |eηpxq eη pxq | ¤ supx |eη pxq |supx |epηη qpxq 
1| ¤ uλ supx |epηη qpxq  1| and also
Now for some δ

0

0

0

0

0

δ
eδ  1
|eηpxqη pxq  1|
0

η p x q  η0 p x q

@x
eηpxqη pxq  1 eδ  1 @ x
maxpeδ  1, 1  eδ q @ x
0
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δ

0

0

So we have for ||η  η0 ||8
for δ pǫq  minplog p1

Then given ǫ

¡

ǫ
uλ0

δ, ||λ  λ0 ||8

uλ0 maxpeδ  1, 1  eδ q, hence we have

q, logp1  uǫ q1q, ||λ  λ0||8 ¤ ǫ.
λ0

0, define Bλ0 ,ǫ

 tλpq 

P pBλ0 ,ǫ q ¡ 0 and λ P Bλ0

ñ ||λ  λ0||8
pλ0  λqpsiq λ0psiqpη  η0qpsiq
So |Ki pλ0 , λq| ||λ0  λ||8 uλ ||η  η0 ||8

ǫ
2

0

have Vi pλ0 , λq

||η  η0||28uλ

0

ǫuλ0
.
2

eηpq :

P

η

Dη0 , 2uǫ ^δp 2ǫ q u, so we have
λ
0

Now, we have for λ P Bλ0 ,ǫ Ki pλ0 , λq 

ǫ
2

uλ0 2uǫλ

So we have

ǫ Again for λ P Bλ0 ,ǫ we

0

8̧ V
i

8 and pA1q is verified.

i2
i1

To verify pA2q, we work with the sieve
Λn

 tλ  eηpq : ||Dω pηq||8

Mn , |ω |

αu

Condition pcq of pA2q for this sieve was verified in Ghosal and Roy (2006). The rest
follows exactly as in Pillai (2008), pp 70–73.

B.2 Details of MCMC algorithm
In the following, we list the steps for estimation and prediction using (3.5) and (3.6)
• Denote L1 pφq

 Rm,r pφqRr1pφq, L2pφq  RI m,r pφqRr1pφq, M1pφq  Im 
DiagpL1 pφqRr,m pφqq, M2 pφq  II m  DiagpL2 pφqRr,I m pφqq, X1  xps1:m q and
X2  xpsm 1:I q
 Npβ0, Σ0q, draw β |     Npµβ , Σβ q, where Σβ 1  Σ01
1
2 T 1 pφqplogλ1:m L1 pφqwps0 1:r qqs
σ 2 X1T M11 pφqX1 and µβ  Σβ rΣ
0 β0 σ X1 M

• With π pβ q

• With π pσ 2 q
bσ 2

 b0

 IGpa0, b0q, draw σ2|     IGpaσ , bσ q where aσ  a0
eT M11 pφqe{2 for e  logλ1:m  L1 pφqwps0 1:r q  X1 β.

• Draw wps0 1:r q

2



1
Nr pµw , Σw q, where Σ
w

 Rr pφq1
1
1
2 T
and Σ
w µw  σ L1 pφqM1 pφqplogλ1:m  X1 β q
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2

2

m{2,

σ 2 LT1 pφqM11 pφqL1 pφq

• Use π pφq

 Upφ0, φ1q.

In Eq. 3.5, marginalizing over wps0 1:r q, the expression

involving φ becomes,
S pφq

 logp|L1pφqRr,mpφq M1pφq|q{2 
plogλ1:m  X1β qT rL1pφqRr,mpφq M1pφqs1plogλ1:m  X1β q{2σ2

The inverse and determinant involved in above expression can be calculated
efficiently (as M1 pφq is diagonal) using S-W-M as in Banerjee et al. (2008).
So, one can use a random walk or independepent sampler Metropolis-Hasting
update for φ. Then update each of Li pφq, Mi pφq, i=1,2

¤ i ¤ m, πpλi|    q ind
 LNpλi; xTi β rL1pφqwps01:r qsi, σ2rM1pφqsiiq 
Poissonpyi |λi , qi q. One can either do a slice sampling (introduce an auxiliary
variable u such that u|λ  expp1q1ru ¡ λs) or a Metropolis-Hastings sampler.

• For 1

• For prediction of λm
where z

1:I ,

draw logλm

i

 Np0, 1q
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 X2ri, sβ rL2pφqwps01:r qsi

σ

arM pφqs qz,
2
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